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ABSTRACT
In the past forty years in many fields of physics and 
geophysics, signals, usually in the form of waves, have been 
observed by using arrays of receivers or detectors. The practical 
problems of estimating the velocity and direction of a signal 
observed with such an array, in the presence of noise not 
correlated between receivers, have been solved by many people and 
the statistical theory has been covered by E.J. Hannan. This thesis 
firstly extends this statistical theory to the situation where the 
noise is correlated between receivers.
Many ad hoc attempts have been made to cover situations where 
more than one signal is present. We derive several consistent 
estimators of velocity and direction for this situation and discuss 
their asymptotic properties. These estimators are further examined 
using simulations and it is shown that they can separate signals 
which the array cannot resolve in the conventional sense. Also 
several methods of preliminary analysis are discussed using 
particular designs of arrays.
iv
NOTATION
Where possible the notation of Hannan (1970) has been 
followed.
The following matrix notation is used
Inverse of A.
Conjugate transpose of A.
Transpose of A.
The (j,k) element of A.
Kronecker product of A and B.
Within chapters, items such as lemmas and theorems are 
numbered sequentially regardless of type. The end of such items 
is denoted by //.
A“'
A
A’
A.,3k
A0B
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1INTRODUCTION
In the past forty years in many fields ranging from radio 
astronomy to oceanography it has been found useful to observe 
signals, usually in the form of waves, by using several receivers or 
observation points simultaneously. The set of receivers and its 
associated processing equipment is generally called an array. Until 
recently two different approaches dominated the field. The first 
approach was that used in early radar work: arrays sensitive only
to a narrow band of frequencies were used and the relative phase of 
the signal was measured at the receivers. Averages over a short 
period of time were used to obtain accuracy. The second approach was 
that used in seismology where only transient signals (earthquake 
tremors) were observed and the time of first arrival at each 
receiver was measured.
In recent years attempts have been made to extend the phase 
measurement methods to much wider ranges of frequencies. This has 
only become possible with the development of electronic computers.
It was first applied in oceanography where the frequencies and hence 
the rates of data collection were low enough for early computers 
(Munk et al., 1962). More recently similar work has been done in 
seismology and sonar studies.
The aims of these measurements are to estimate the velocity or 
direction from which the signals arrive, either to gain information 
about the signals themselves or about the medium through which they 
are passing. Of secondary interest are problems of signal detection
2and e s t i m a t i o n  o f  s i g n a l  s p e c t r a .
The s i t u a t i o n  o f  one s i g n a l  o b s e rv e d  w i t h  n o i s e  w hich  i s  n o t  
c o r r e l a t e d  b e tw een  r e c e i v e r s  h as  b een  s o lv e d  i n  p r a c t i c e  by many 
p e o p le  s i n c e  a b o u t  1955 and  i t s  s t a t i s t i c a l  t h e o r y  h as  been  t r e a t e d  
by Hannan (1 9 7 5 ) .  One s i g n a l  o b s e rv e d  w i th  n o i s e  w hich  i s  c o r r e l a t e d  
b e tw een  r e c e i v e r s  h a s  been  d i s c u s s e d  by Widrow e t  a t .  (1967)  i n  a 
s i g n a l  e x t r a c t i o n  c o n t e x t  where t h e  s i g n a l  v e l o c i t y  and d i r e c t i o n  
a r e  known.
Many a t t e m p t s  have  been  made t o  t r e a t  t h e  c a s e  w here more th a n  
one s i g n a l  i s  p r e s e n t .  Some ad hoc m ethods were s u g g e s t e d  by Munk 
e t  a t .  ( 1 9 6 2 ) .  H in ic h  and Shaman (1 9 7 2 )  o b t a i n e d  some a s y m p to t i c  
r e s u l t s  f o r  r e g u l a r  a r r a y s  by i n c r e a s i n g  t h e  s i z e  o f  t h e  a r r a y .  
V a r io u s  a p p ro x im a te  m ethods a r e  commonly u s e d  i n  p r a c t i c e .  The most 
n o t a b l e  o f  t h e s e  i s  t h e  "maximum l i k e l i h o o d  m ethod"  o f  Capon ( 1 9 6 9 ) .
T h i s  t h e s i s  f i r s t l y  e x t e n d s ,  i n  C h a p te r  2 ,  t h e  e s t i m a t i o n  t h e o r y  
d e v e lo p e d  by Hannan t o  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  where t h e  n o i s e  i s  c o r r e l a t e d  
be tw een  r e c e i v e r s .  I t  i s  shown t h a t  t h i s  i s  r e a l l y  o n ly  p o s s i b l e  i f  
t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e  i s  known. S e v e r a l  c o n s i s t e n t  e s t i m a t o r s  
o f  v e l o c i t y  and d i r e c t i o n  a r e  d e r i v e d .
The n e x t  c h a p t e r  ( C h a p te r  3) d e r i v e s  and  d i s c u s s e s  s e v e r a l  
e s t i m a t o r s  f o r  t h e  c a s e  o f  more t h a n  one s i g n a l  and  u n c o r r e l a t e d  
n o i s e .  I t  i s  shown t h a t  t h e  maximum l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r  i s  n o t  
l i k e l y  t o  be v e r y  u s e f u l  i n  p r a c t i c e  s i n c e  i t  r e q u i r e s  an a c c u r a t e  
know ledge o f  t h e  s p e c t r a  o f  a l l  t h e  p r o c e s s e s  i n v o lv e d .  To overcome 
t h i s  s e v e r a l  o t h e r  l e s s  e f f i c i e n t  e s t i m a t o r s  a r e  p r o p o s e d .
A s y m p to t ic  r e s u l t s  a r e  o b t a i n e d  f o r  t h e s e  w i t h  a  f i x e d  a r r a y  s i z e .
In  C h a p te r  4 t h e s e  a s y m p t o t i c  r e s u l t s  a r e  com pared  w i th  t h e  r e s u l t s  
o f  s i m u l a t i o n  s t u d i e s .  A sy m p to t ic  v a r i a n c e s  a r e  fo u n d  t o  be 
r e a s o n a b l e  g u id e s  t o  s m a l l  sam ple  v a r i a n c e s .  C om parisons  a r e  a l s o
3made with Capon’s method.
A different approach is developed in Chapter 5 where a method 
first proposed by Aki (1957, 1961) is used to obtain preliminary 
estimates of velocity, avoiding the nonlinear optimization problems 
of other methods. Finally, in Chapter 6, some illustrations of 
applying the methods of this thesis to some seismic data are given.
4CHAPTER 1
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION
1.1 REPRESENTATION OF SIGNALS AND NOISE
We consider an array of p receivers at locations £(1), £(2) . .
2£(p) in Euclidean space. Usually this space will be R corresponding
oto part of the earth's surface or R corresponding to real physical 
space.
At the origin of this space (or at some fixed reference point) 
the signal can have the spectral representation
z(t) = f_m e lU>t d£(io) , [1]
where £ ( go) is the spectral process with orthogonal increments. The
signal will pass each receiver at some time before or after it passes
the origin. This delay could vary with frequency. A general
"fchrepresentation of the signal at the a receiver would be
. . r°° -i(wt - 0 ( go a)} vz(t,a) = e 9 d£(w) .
0(u),a) is called the phase delay at frequency go and receiver a.
There are several common models for 0 ( G o , a ) .  Consider, as in 
Figure 1.1, a plane wave travelling in direction <J> (a unit direction 
vector) with frequency go and phase velocity c ( go). As can be seen 
from Figure 1.1, after passing the origin the plane of the wave must
5Origin
J/ave front
Figure
travel a further distance of (a ), 4)> before passing £(a). The time
taken to do this is <£(a), <f>>/c( co) which corresponds to co<£(a), 4>>/c(co) 
radians of a sinoid of frequency w. Hence
9(u),a) = m<^(a), 4>>/c( )
It is often useful to combine the directional and velocity 
information into one vector quantity, the slowness vector m (w ) = 
<t>/c(w). Then
0(o),a) = ux£(a) ,y(o))> .
Each component of the slowness vector gives the reciprocal of the 
velocity component in each basis direction. In a non-dispersive 
situation where the phase velocity is constant with frequency, a 
single slowness vector would fully describe the propagation of the 
signal.
Because of its interpretation as spatial frequency, the 
wavenumber vector, given by k (co) = cap(to) is often used. Then
60(w,a) <S(a),K>
Throughout this thesis the wavenumber will be as defined here, 
with units of radians per unit distance, not cycles per unit 
distance as is sometimes done. It can be seen that even in non- 
dispersive situations the wavenumber varies with frequency, a clear 
disadvantage when compared with slowness. We shall use the scalar 
wavenumber k(^) = !I K(^ ) I = w/c(w).
It is inherent in the above discussion that since we are using 
phase delay methods, it is the phase velocity which is important. 
Methods based on first arrival times usually give group velocities 
'i(oj) where u(w) = . However phase techniques can be used to
estimate group velocities if desired (Hannan and Thomson, 1973).
Finally we note the following relations
where X is the wavelength and T the period of a wave.
We shall be considering s stationary signals observed with 
noise at each of the receivers. The assumption that the signals and 
the noise are independent of each other shall be made throughout.
The observed process is
k 2 ttT T =
2 TT
Y  -
s
y(t,a) x(t,a) + £ z.(t,a)
j = l D
[2]
a = 1, 2, . . . , p
and
z.(t,a) 3 [3]
If we let 2.(t) = (z.(t,l),z.(t,2),...,Z.(t,p))f
and 9.(w) = )" then [3] can be
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expressed in vector form
z.(t) = J e 9.(u)) d£.(w)3 3 3
In this form it can be seen that this vector process is simply a 
linearly filtered version of the signal process observed at the
origin.
If the vector processes y(t) = (y(t ,1),y(t,2),... ,y(t,p))' and 
x(t) = (x(t,l), x(t,2),..., x(t,p)) then [2] reduces to
s
y(t) = x(t) + E z.(t)
y=i 3
If both the signal and noise processes have absolutely continuous 
spectra and F^ Cto) is the spectral density matrix of the noise, f_.(u)) 
is the spectral density of the signal then the spectral density 
of matrix F (oa) of the observed process is
sF„(w) = F (u>) + E f.(w) B.(uj) B.(a))y x j=i : 3 a
This can be further simplified if we let F(w) = diag (f^to), f2(co),
...,f (w)), that is a diagonal matrix with f.(oo) in the j1-*1 position s 3
and 9(m) = ( B^m), 02(u)),..., 0s(w)). Then
F (oj) = F (u)) + 0(üj) F(oj) 0(a))*y x
The matrix F(to) can be considered to be the spectral density of the 
vector process z(t) = (z^t), z^(t) ,. .. »zs(t) ) ' where z_.(t) is the 
signal as observed at the origin. The assumption that F(w) is 
diagonal corresponds to assuming that the signals are not correlated 
with each other.
The vectors 0  ^(to) shall be called phase vectors and the matrix 
0 (to) the phase matrix.
When reference is made to correlated noise, it will be meant
8that the noise at different receivers is correlated and that F (w)x
is an arbitrary positive definite matrix. The noise will still be
considered independent of the signals. References to uncorrelated
noise will mean that F^Coj) is diagonal. Often it will be assumed
that the noise spectra at each of the receivers is identical and
hence F(u)) = f(u>)I . x x p
1.2 DISCRETE TIME EFFECTS AND ESTIMATION PROBLEMS
In practice the process is not observed in continuous time but 
rather the output of each receiver is sampled at regular discrete 
time intervals. The frequency of sampling must be high enough to 
retain all the information in the frequency range desired without 
significant aliasing. With no loss of generality the sampling 
interval can be assumed to be unity, giving spectra defined on the 
interval [ - tt, tt].
Aliasing of noise presents no problem since aliased noise still 
looks like noise. If the higher frequency components of a signal are 
aliased then these can be modelled as extra signals. A signal with 
a frequency range up to kiT can be represented as k separate signals. 
The spectral representation theorem implies that these components 
will not be correlated with each other.
Alternatively aliasing may only interfere with the signal over a 
limited frequency range. In this case such frequencies can simply 
be ignored. Due to this and other forms of interference which could 
be present our analysis shall always be restricted to a set B of 
frequencies such that (a) B - [ - tt, tt]5 (b) B is symmetric about zero 
and (c) B is a finite union of open sets.
Instead of using the data directly, we shall be using the
9d i s c r e t e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m s ,  g iv e n  ( f o r  a  sam ple  o f  s i z e  N) by
Y ( oj) a
N
( 2 ttN)- ^  E y ( n , a )  e 
n = l
inm
o r  i n  v e c t o r  fo rm
Y ( üj)
N
( 2 ttN)- ^  E y ( n )  e 
n = l
inco
T h is  t r a n s f o r m s  t h e  d a t a  i n t o  " f r e q u e n c y  s p a c e "  w here i t  can  be 
d i r e c t l y  com pared  w i t h  t h e  s p e c t r a l  m o d e ls .  The F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  
i s  e v a l u a t e d  o n ly  a t  t h e  s o - c a l l e d  fu n d a m e n ta l  f r e q u e n c ie s
I t  w i l l  be assum ed  t h a t  t h e  p h a s e  d e la y s  f o r  e a c h  s i g n a l  a t  e a c h  
r e c e i v e r  a r e  a l l  f u n c t i o n s  o f  a  s i n g l e  p a r a m e te r  v e c t o r  t . T h is  
v e c t o r  w i l l  c o n t a i n  a l l  t h e  unknown d i r e c t i o n  and  v e l o c i t y  p a r a m e te r s  
f o r  a l l  t h e  s i g n a l s  an d  i t  i s  t h i s  w hich  we w ish  t o  e s t i m a t e .  The 
t r u e  v a lu e  o f  t we s h a l l  d e n o te  by Tq . I t  w i l l  be assum ed t h a t  t 
i s  c o n f i n e d  t o  a  com pact s e t  w i t h  non-em pty  i n t e r i o r  i n  E u c l id e a n  
s p a c e .
T h is  a p p ro a c h  c a n  r e a d i l y  c o v e r  a l l  t h e  m odels  d i s c u s s e d  i n  t h e  
p r e v i o u s  s e c t i o n .  By h a v in g  a s i n g l e  p a r a m e t e r  v e c t o r  i n s t e a d  o f  
one f o r  e a c h  s i g n a l  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  m o d e l ,  f o r  e x a m p le ,  s e v e r a l  
s i g n a l s  w i th  unknown d i r e c t i o n s  and common b u t  unknown v e l o c i t y .
1 . 3 NARROWBAND ARRAYS
To a p p r e c i a t e  t h e  r e l e v a n c e  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  f o l l o w in g  
c h a p t e r s ,  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  d i s c u s s  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  and p r o p e r t i e s  
o f  r e a l - t i m e  a r r a y s  w hich  a r e  u se d  i n  f i e l d s  s u c h  a s  r a d a r .
Most r e c e i v e r s  c o n s i s t  o f  an  o s c i l l a t o r  p h y s i c a l l y  c o u p le d  t o  
t h e  medium. When t h e  medium v i b r a t e s  due t o  t h e  p a s s a g e  o f  a  wave,
10
the oscillator also vibrates and in a band of frequencies close to 
its resonant frequency it can greatly amplify the vibrations. The 
less the oscillator is dampened, the greater is this amplification, 
although over a narrower band of frequencies.
The ease of constructing such receivers meant that early arrays 
tended to be constructed with them.
A signal arriving at the array can be extracted simply by 
introducing a phase shift at each receiver to compensate for the 
signals phase and then after appropriate weighting, summing the 
outputs. If the phase shifts are not correct for that signal then 
the power at the summed output will be reduced. The procedure is 
known as phase and sum beamforming and is shown schematically in 
Figure 1.2.
Square
Filters / Recpevers 
Phase shifters
Weights
Summer
Squarer
Lowpass filter 
or integrater
Output
Figure 1.2
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If the bandwidth is too wide, the phase shifts are not so 
effective (Knittel, 1974) and must be replaced by time delays. Time 
delay units have always created practical problems and the only real 
successes have been with digital delays (Anderson, 1960).
In operation the phase shifters are set so that they are correct 
for a signal arriving from a particular direction (or velocity).
This direction is then varied so that the array can "look for" 
signals. This creates immediate problems with transient signals 
since they could be missed if the array is pointed in the wrong 
direction when they arrive. Also when the array is pointed in one 
direction, it is still sensitive to signals from other directions, a 
problem if more than one signal is present.
rv
This sensitivity of the array to other defections is described 
by the array function. In the case where the signals are modelled 
in terms of their wavenumber, this is
S(k ) i<t(a) k> , 2 E W e ^
a=l a
where the weights W are real and £ ^a ^ ‘ ^  arra7 -^s
a a=lregarded as a spatial filter (Barber, 1961), or Schell (1969) then 
S is the power gain function.
S achieves its maximum of one when k = 0. This maximum which 
is called the main beam or mainlobe, corresponds to the direction in 
which the array is looking. Secondary maxima, called sidelobes, 
indicate significant sensitivity away from the main beam. A good 
array is considered to be one with small sidelobes and a narrow main 
beam. A rough measure of the narrowness of the main beam is given 
by the second derivatives of S at zero
----— -- S (0) = E E  W W U.(a) - £.(b))U.(a) - ?.(b)) [4]9k ., .9k . a b a b l i i iI«, 1 J J
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This is maximized by making the array as large as is possible. 
Unfortunately if the spacing between receivers is too great the 
sidelobes become dominant.
1.4 FIELDS OF APPLICATION
In most applications the signals we are concerned with are 
waves although this need not be the case. For instance the methods 
of this thesis could be used to study travelling nerve impulses.
It was mentioned earlier that radar and radio astronomy were the 
first fields of application of arrays. Due to the very high 
frequencies involved (1 MHZ - 10 GHZ) observation times can be very 
short and little is lost by operating in real time. Also it is 
almost impossible to sample fast enough to apply digital processing 
techniques.
Sonar is the acoustical equivalent to radar but due to the
significantly lower frequencies (1 Hz to 20 kHz) and much lower
velocity (1.2 Km/sec) it is relatively simple to sample and record
receiver outputs. In some applications where fast processing is a
nnecessity, special hardwired electronic units are used for parts of 
the computation such as fast Fourier transforming. The arrays are 
usually working in three dimensions. The field is reviewed by 
Winder (1975).
In seismology arrays must be used since no worthwhile directional
receiver exists. The frequencies are low (.01 H to 20 H ) andz z
wavelengths large (.05 Km to 1000 Km). Therefore arrays are very 
large and until recently receivers were not directly linked together 
so that the outputs had to be recorded and processed later. Usually 
only small sections of the record are of interest.
13
Seismic waves can be divided into two types--body waves which 
propagate in three dimensions through the depths of the earth, and 
surface waves which are confined to the surface of the earth. Both 
of these types can be further classified by the mode of vibration 
they involve. Body waves do not undergo significant dispersion. 
However, arrays used to observe them are confined to the two- 
dimensional earth's surface and body waves arriving from different 
angles appear to be travelling across the surface at different 
velocities. Surface waves are greatly dispersed and measurements of 
their velocity are very important methods of examining the earth's 
crust (Dziewonski and Hales, 1972). Further details can be found in 
Davies (1973)-or Bath (1975).
Ocean waves have also been studied using arrays, notably by 
Munk et at. (1962). These are surface waves with predictable speed 
so that their directions are the main interest. They are one means 
of studying their sources, ocean storm centres.
14
CHAPTER 2
OHE SIGHAL ESTIMATES
2.1 OHE SIGH AL WITH UH CORRELATED HOISE
The case of one signal with noise uncorrelated between 
receivers was considered by Hannan (1975). In this case s=l and 0 
is a vector of dimension p. Hannan made the following assumptions 
which we also shall use.
COHDITIOH 2.1
(a) The process y(n) is stationary and ergodic.
(b) Both the signal and noise processes have absolutely 
continuous spectra, and spectral density functions with a finite 
number of discontinuities.
(c) The parameter x is confined to a compact subset of 
Euclidean space.
(d) 0(w ,t ) is continuous in oo and twice differentiable in 
T in a neighbourhood of t o * ^
The condition of ergodicity is made without cost since from 
one realization of the process it is not possible to decide whether 
the process is ergodic or not. If ergodicity is not assumed then 
the following results are conditional upon being in a particular 
ergodic class. It is impossible in practice to tell if other
15
ergodic classes exist or not.
Hannan defined the following function (which we shall call the 
estimating function),
( \ it- 1 v vv tt ( \ t ( l{ 0 (ü) ,a , T ) 0((jJ,b,T ) } Ft 1qM(x) = N 1 E IE W , (u>) I (oj) e [1]N n ab abcügB a?b
where the summation is over those fundamental frequencies in the 
set B (see Section 1.2) and over all pairs of receivers. The
A
periodogram I(io) is defined by I(w) = Y(m) Y(w) , and W (^d)) are
real valued weights. The only relevant weight functions are those
for which W , (oj) = W (oj) W, (oj). If such a weight function is used ab a b
and the terms for which a=b are included (these do not depend upon 
t ) then [1] reduces to
qN(x) N"1 E 
6bB
E W Y  (or) [2]
This may be seen to imitate completely the functions of the 
processor discussed in Section 1.3. The Fourier transform of y^(n) 
can be thought of as a narrowband filtered output of the a^ 1^ 
receiver. It is rephased, weighted and these are then summed over 
a. The power from each frequency is combined to give the beam 
output. Changing the value of t is equivalent to adjusting the 
array for a different velocity or direction.
As we would expect from this, our estimate for tq is that 
value which maximizes the estimating function. An identification 
condition is required to ensure that this global maximum is unique.
CONDITION 2.2
There exists no allowable T^T0 such that for all meg and 
a=l,2,..,p
Q (^,a,i) - 0(cj,1 ,x) = 0(cj,a,t q) - 0(cj,1,t q ) •//
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This corrects the condition as stated by Hannan.
Hannan gave two principal results. The first theorem states
that if Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied then the estimate T j^
£im ~is consistent--that is N-*30 t = Tq almost surely. The secondN
theorem also assumed a fourth moment condition and a mixing condition
p -
to obtain a central limit result. This stated that N 2(x r - T0 )N
tended in distribution to a normal variable with zero mean and given 
variance matrix £.
For the case where W ,(w ) = W(^), that is the receivers areab
weighted equally, and F^(w) = fx(m) 1^, then it follows from Hannan 
that 2 = A" -^CA-1 where A,C are matrices with elements given by
Aik = ? /B W(U)> 1 E (-5^ 7 e(UJ,a>T0) - ^ - e(“,b,T0)-1 a b j k
(3^ —  0(w,a,TO) - e(w ,b,xo)) fz(ai) 
k k
and
C,v = b L  W(“ )2 E 1 0(“ ,a,To) - 9(<o, ,t0))'jk tt jb a b  j
0 (u),a,x0) - 0(w,b,xu)) f (w)(f (w) + pf (w))do>u 1 X X  Z
If the maximum likelihood weight function is used we have
W((jd) = f (00) f X(w) (f (m) + pf (w)) z x x z
-1
and
(X-1) = — f _______■‘jk tt JB l+pR(0))R(U) Z E (^-0(u),a,To) - 0(u,b,TO))a a ]
d 3(j^~ 0(u),a,TO) - 0(o),b,TO)) doo
k k
where R(oj) = f (w)/f (m) is the signal to noise ratio, z x
It is useful to consider this asymptotic variance with one of 
the models from Section 1.1. If we let
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0 (o ) ,a ,u )  = o)<£(a),u>  ,
w hich  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  no d i s p e r s i o n ,  t h e n
(Z- 1 1
TT
R ((iJ) 2 
l+pRC^ ) m 2  Z  Z  ( 5 . ( a )  -  5 . ( b ) )a  b  3 :
( < y a )  -  Ck ( b ) )  dio
The s i m i l a r i t i e s  b e tw e en  t h i s  and  [ 1 . 4 ]  a r e  o b v io u s .  An a r r a y  
w i t h  a  narrow  m ain  beam w i l l  g iv e  e s t i m a t e s  w i t h  a  low a s u m p t o t i c  
v a r i a n c e .
2 .2  MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS
Here we d e r i v e  a n  a p p ro x im a te  l i k e l i h o o d  f u n c t i o n  w h ich  s h a l l  
be  u s e d  i n  l a t e r  s e c t i o n s . As s e v e r a l  a p p r o x im a t io n s  a r e  made 
e s t i m a t o r s  b a s e d  on t h i s  s h o u ld  more p r o p e r l y  be d e s c r i b e d  a s  p s e u d o  
maximum l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r s .
C o n s id e r  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  y ( l ) , y ( 2 ) , . . . , y ( N)  o f  a  p d i m e n s io n a l
v e c t o r  v a lu e d  G a u s s ia n  s t a t i o n a r y  p r o c e s s ,  w i th  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n
f u n c t i o n  T(n) and  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r i x  G( w) . L e t
yN = v e c ( y ( l ) , y ( 2 ) , . . . , y ( N ) )
/  -\
y ( l )
y ( 2 )
y (N)
Then y lT i s  a  G a u s s ia n  random v a r i a b l e  o f  d im e n s io n  Np. I t s  v a r i a n c eJ N
m a t r i x  £ i s  b lo c k  T o e p l i t z .
r(o) r ( i )  r(2)
r (D r(o) r ( i )
r(2) r( i )  r(o)
r ( N - i )
r ( N - i ) r ( o )
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Suppose . that T(n) and hence depends upon a parameter t to be 
estimated. Then the log-likelihood function is
Ln (t ) = - klOg (det En (t )) - yj log 2w - (T ) yN .
This is exact but almost useless in practice.
If P^ is a N x N unitary matrix with N-2e^Wjn ,where
_ ^  nj i-o
oo. = 27TjN- , in the (j,n) position, and P.T = PlTx) I then P £ TP„ j N N p  N N N
is approximately block diagonal with 7^ - G(oo_. ,x) as the j^h p x p
block. Also P.Ty.T is a vector of Fourier transforms, that is N N
/2tT vec(Y(uq ) ,Y(a>2 ) ,. . . ,Y(oo ) ). Hence
ln (t) = ~ ^ log det ( V n(t)V } ~ ^ log 27T
" ^ yN (^NZN(X) ^ N yN
{- log(det G(oo., t ) ) - Y (00.) G(u).,t ) 1 Y((a) . ) } . 
j =1  ^ H D ]
It is in this form that the likelihood is most useful. In 
one sense we are acting as if the Fourier transform evaluated at 
the fundamental frequencies is a set of uncorrelated Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and variance G(u k ). If certain frequencies 
are not used (as when we restrict the sum to the set B) we are 
merely ignoring some of these variables. The resulting function is 
still the approximate likelihood for the reduced set of data.
This likelihood function will be used even when the processes 
are non Gaussian. The proofs given for consistency and limiting 
distributions will not be assuming that the processes are Gaussian.
2.3 ONE SIGNAL WITH CORRELATED NOISE
We now set 9o(w) = 9(u),t q ) and we omit reference to w and i
where this can be done without confusion.
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The estimator of Section 2.1 essentially uses the fact that the 
expression
9*(fxip + fz0oeo!!)0 = fxP + fz|0o"0|2
is maximized when 9 = 90. If a diagonal noise spectral density
matrix is replaced by an arbitrary positive definite matrix F^, then 
almost definitely the maximum will occur for 9 ? 9q. In this section 
we shall consider the case of an arbitrary positive definite noise 
spectral density matrix F^.
It is only possible to derive estimators for correlated noise 
if we have prior knowledge of the structure of the noise correlation. 
Otherwise a signal can be found in any positive definite noise 
matrix since if
A
A(e) = F - £00 “ x
is not positive definite for any e>0 then F^ cannot be positive
definite because the eigenvalues of A(e) are continuous in e.
We first consider the model
F = F + f 09“ ,y x z
where both F and f are assumed known. Then x z
F -1 = F _1- (f /(I + f 0“f _19))F -100“f -1 y x z z x x x
A
and det F = (det F )(1 + f 0“f _19) y x z x
This gives the likelihood function
A A
q (x) = N“1 £ {- log(det F ) - log(l + f 0^F _19) - y “f _1Y
W w eB X z x x
+ f (1 + f 0“f -10)"1[y “f _10|2} [3]Z Z X 1 X 1
The first and third terms do not depend on x and would be ignored in 
practice. As before we estimate ig by that value x^ which 
maximizes [3].
Before proving consistency, we require the following lemma
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which is well known in the field of multivariate analysis. An 
alternative proof using calculus is given by Anderson (1958).
LEMMA 2.3
If A and C are positive definite p x p hermitian matrices, 
then the function
g(A) = log(det A) + trace (A-1C) 
is minimized by A=C and no other value of A.
PROOF
g(A) = log(det A) + trace (A A C)
l^A 1^
= log(det A) + trace (A-2 CA-2)
P= log(det A) + E A.
i=l 1
where A^ is the i n eigenvalue of A CA 2. Then using the
inequality for arithmetic and geometric means we have that
P 1/g(A) > log(det A) + p( II A.) p
i=l 1
h 1 /= log(det A) + p(det(A CA )) 'P
-1 / 1 /= log(det A) + p(det A) /P (det C) 'P 
> log (det C) + p I
The last step comes from considering the minimum of the
c 1 /function x log x + p(— ) xp. Clearly this bound is attained when 
A=C. If it is achieved for any other values of A, then the two 
inequalities above must be equalities. Hence
1 P P i /— E A. = (II A . ) /Pp . , l lr i=l i=l
and det A = det C .
The first of these implies that all the eigenvalues of 
A 2 CA 2 are equal. Since A 2 CA "2 is also hermitian, it must be 
a multiple of the identity and thus C=AA. But the second equality
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i m p l i e s  t h a t  A=l. / /
THEOREM 2 . 4
£im /s
I f  C o n d i t io n s  2 .1  and  2 .2  a r e  s a t i s f i e d  t h e n  N-*°° x = Tq a lm o s t  
s u r e l y .
PROOF
As i n  Hannan and  R o b in so n  (1973 )  i t  c an  be shown t h a t  q ^ (T )  
q ( x )  a lm o s t  s u r e l y ,  u n i fo r m  i n  t , w here
q( t ) = ( 2 tt ) - 1 /  -  l o g ( d e t  F ( m, x ) )  -  t r a c e ( F  ( w , x ) _1F ( w , x 0 ))doj
b y y y
s i n c e  F^ ( m, xo)  i s  t h e  t r u e  s p e c t r u m .  By Lemma 2 .3  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  i s  
m axim ized  when F ( w, x )  - F ( u , Xn ) .  C o n d i t i o n  2 . 2 .  e n s u r e s  t h a t  t h i s
y y
o c c u r s  o n ly  when x=xq . Then f o r  any  £>0 t h e r e  e x i s t s  N s u f f i c i e n t l y  
l a r g e  such  t h a t
q ( x 0 ) -  e < qN( T0 ) < qN( ^ N) 5 q ^ )  + £ ^ q ( To) + e .
S in c e  e>0 i s  a r b i t r a r y ,  t h i s  h o ld s  o n ly  i f  x^ -* xq a lm o s t  s u r e l y .  / /
A l i m i t i n g  v a r i a n c e  r e s u l t  may be o b t a i n e d  f o r  t h i s  e s t i m a t o r ,  
u s i n g  m ethods t o  be d e v e lo p e d  i n  t h e  n e x t  c h a p t e r .  However, th e  
a s y m p t o t i c  v a r i a n c e  i s  n o t  v e ry  m e a n in g fu l  so  we do n o t  p r e s e n t  i t
h e r e .
To u s e  t h e  above e s t i m a t o r  b o th  t h e  n o i s e  and t h e  s i g n a l  s p e c t r a  
m ust be known. I f  t h e  n o i s e  s p e c t r u m  i s  know n, t h e n  f o r  a  g iv e n  
v a lu e  o f  x , th e  s i g n a l  s p e c t r u m  f ^  may be e s t i m a t e d  by m ax im iz in g  
[ 3 ]  w i th  r e s p e c t  t o  f  a t  e a c h  fu n d a m e n ta l  f r e q u e n c y .  In  f a c t
= N_1{-e'V  _10 ( l + f  0 ::F _10 ) _1 + | y “ f  - 1 I 2 ( 1+f  0 “ f  - 10 ) “ 2 }.8 f  x x x  1 x 1 z x
z
E q u a t in g  t h i s  t o  z e r o  we have  an  e s t i m a t e  f  :
f  = ( | y“ f  _10 | 2 / ( 0 “ f _10 )  -  1 ) / (0 '* F  _10 )  . [ 4 ]
I t  would be i n e f f i c i e n t  t o  u s e  [ 4 ]  d i r e c t l y  s i n c e  t h e  v a lu e  o f  f
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it gives can even be negative. A better estimate of in practice 
would be the average of [4] over a narrow band of fundamental 
frequencies, as is commonly done in spectral estimation.
To obtain a preliminary value of t , we may substitute [4] into 
[3] directly to give a new estimating function:
V t) = N’1u)^ B{'log(det V  ' log (|f!V 10|2/e,V x-1e)
- y ”f _1Y + |y “f _19|2/8“f -19} . [5]X X X
As before the first and third terms would not be used in practice 
since they are independent of x . After using this estimating 
function to obtain a preliminary estimate of x , the signal spectrum 
could be estimated by averaging [4] over bands and then the maximum 
likelihood estimate could be used. The last two steps could be 
iterated if necessary.
It can be seen that [5] can be expressed as
q (x) = N_1 E [R(x) - log(R(x))] + constants ,
W coeB
A  A
where R(x) = | Y F -1 9| 2/8 F -1 8 . When R(x ) is significantlyX X
larger than one, little would be lost by maximizing N-1 E R(x).
mcB
This leads to the possibility of treating the case where F = f VX X X
and V is known but f is not. In some real situations theoretical x x
models could be used to predict V^(Eckart, 1953; Cron and Sherman, 
1962). Hence we define a new estimating function
q (t) = N"1 E W(w) |y "v _1812/0-'V _10 [6]
ueB X X
and we shall call estimates based on this function adaptive 
estimates due to the similarities to adaptive beamforming 
methods (Widdrow et al. , 1967).
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THEOREM 2.5
If Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied then the adaptive 
estimate based on [6] is consistent.
PROOF
As in Theorem 2.4 we have, uniformly in x, q (x) q(x) where
q(x ) = (2tt)— 1 J W(a))0‘:V ~lF (o>,x0)V _19/9“v _19du) .g x y x x
A
But since F (w.in) = f V + f 0n®o we have y x x  z
q(x) = (27t)-1 j W(a)){f (m) + f I 9q y -10|2/0 V _10}da) .X Z X XB
However, by the Cauchy Schwartz inequality
10o”v '-1Q\Z/B V < e0*vX X  x
and this bound is attained if and only if 9=x 9q where A is a 
(complex) scalar. Condition 2.2 precludes this for any A^l, so that 
q(x) is maximized at t o - The remainder of the proof follows as for 
Theorem 2.4. //
2. 4 SOME HOE-QUADRATIC ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS
The principle estimating functions used so far have all been 
linear functions of the periodogram and therefore quadratic functions 
of the data. Several non-quadratic functions have been proposed 
amongst which are Capon’s "maximum likelihood" function (Capon, 1969), 
the entropy function (Burg, 1967) and the cophase function 
(Posmentier and Herman, 1971). Of these, only Capon's method is 
widely used in the estimation context. The maximum entropy method 
arose in spectral estimation problems and does not appear to have 
been applied to irregular arrays, despite suggestions that it could 
be (McDonough, 1974). The cophase method has greater applications
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in the signal detection field.
We shall slightly change our notation for this section since 
these estimators are usually used when several signals are present 
and the true phase vectors are of the form 0_. = For example,
each signal may have a wavenumber or slowness vector associated 
with it and this parameter must be estimated for each signal. It 
is then hoped that the S largest maxima of the estimating function 
correspond to the S signals present.
Capon's estimator uses estimates of the spectral density 
matrix at a single frequency, formed by averaging the periodogram 
over a narrow band of fundamental frequencies. The estimating 
function is then
q(T) = ($(t ) ‘ Fy 1 <Kt ) ) 1 . [7]
Care must be taken that F is not ill conditioned or close to being 
singular. It must be formed by an average over at least p 
fundamental frequencies and significantly many more if a taper has 
been used or if the signals are transient. It can be seen that [7] 
is not related to the likelihood function and the name "maximum 
likelihood" which has become attached to Capon's estimator is a 
misnomer. Simulations in Chapter 4 will show that it can be 
significantly inferior to true maximum likelihood estimators.
If the conventional one signal estimator of Hannan is also to 
be based on an estimate of the spectral density matrix, its 
estimating function is
A
q(x) = $(t ) F^$( t ) [8]
Piserenko (1971) noted that both of these estimating functions 
could be fitted into a wider class as follows. Consider the 
eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition of F : that is
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P
F = E A. U. U. “ 
y i = i  1 1 1
w here  X\ , A 2 , . . . . , A^ a r e  t h e  e i g e n v a l u e s  a n d  Uj_,U2 j . . . » U  a r e  t h e  
a s s o c i a t e d  o r th o n o r m a l  e i g e n v e c t o r s .  Then t h e  e s t i m a t i n g  f u n c t i o n  
i s  d e f i n e d  by
r ~ v,q ( t )  £
P *
( I  A . £ | $ ( t ) “ u . | 2 ) ' / £  f o r  e ^ 0 
i = i  1
P *
exp ( Z ( l o g  A . ) | $ ( t ) U . I 2 ) f o r  £ = 0 
i = l  1 1
W ith £ = - 1  we o b t a i n  [ 7 ]  and  w i th  e = l  we o b t a i n  [ 8 ] ,
To o b t a i n  a s y m p t o t i c  r e s u l t s , we s h a l l  c o n s i d e r  t h i s  c l a s s  o f  
f u n c t i o n s  w i t h  F r e p l a c e d  by .
THEOREM 2 .6
A
I f  F = f  I  + f  98 , t h e n  t h e  e s t i m a t i n g  f u n c t i o n s  q (x )  a r e  y x p z 0 £
A
m o n o to n i c a l ly  i n c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n s  o f  | ( t ) B | 2 f o r  a l l  £.
PROOF
A
I f  F = f  I  + f  8 8 “ y x p z
t h e n  d e t ( F  -  AI ) = ( f  - A) P_ 1 ( f  + p f  -  A) .y p x x z
Hence Ai = f  + p f  x z and A. = f  , i = 2 , 3 , . . . p .  1 x
A lso  Uj_ = 9 /^p  an d  U2 ,U3 , . . . , U  c a n n o t  be u n i q u e l y  s p e c i f i e d  b u t
a r e  o r t h o g o n a l  t o  8 . L e t  $ = a 8 +b w here  a i s  a  com plex  s c a l a r  and
b i s  a  v e c t o r  i n  t h e  s p a n  o f  U2 , 8 3 , . . . ,U . Then
* l l 2 =  M 2 I l e  I I 2 +  l i b  I I 2 .
and I I b 11 2 = p (1  -  I ct I 2 )
A lso  we have t h a t
A A
|$  Ui I 2 = I (a  8 + b )  8 I 2 /p  = p I ot j 2
and hence
l | * V |2  = | | b | | 2 = p - | * V / p  •
i =2
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Then f o r  e t  0
q e (x)  = { ( f ^ + p f z ) £ I$ (x )  0 1 2/p + f x £ ( p - | $ ( x )  0 | 2 ) /p}
= {pfx £+ |^ ( T )  0 | 2 ( f x +pfz ) £ -  f x £ )/p> l z
and f o r  e = 0
A
q 0( T) = exp (p log  f  + | $ ( x )  0 | 2 ( l o g ( f  +pf ) -  l o g  f  ) /p>  .
X  X  Z X
A
In bo th  c a s e s  q £(x)  i s  a monotonic f u n c t i o n  o f  | $ ( x )  0 | 2 .
A
Since  | $ ( x )  q| 2 i s  maximized when 3>(x)=0 , a l l  o f  t h e s e  
e s t i m a t i n g  f u n c t i o n s  s h o u ld  g iv e  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  r e s u l t s .  / /  
In  th e  ca se  o f  c o r r e l a t e d  n o i s e ,  t h e  e i g e n v a lu e s  o f  a r e  no 
lo n g e r  s im ple  e x p r e s s i o n s  a s  above and a g e n e r a l  r e s u l t  f o r  t h i s  
c l a s s  has  n o t  been o b t a i n e d .  However, i n  t h e  ca se  e = - 1 ,  t h a t  i s  
Capon’s e s t i m a t o r ,  t h e  known form o f  F _1 can be u s e d .  Then
y
F _i = F _1 -  f  (1+f  0 “ F -10 ) _1F _10 0 “f  _1y x z z x x x
and
q _ l ( x ) = { $ ( x ) “f - 1 $ ( x ) - f  (1+f  0 "f 19 )  1 |$ (x )* F  x0I 2 } 1
X Z Z X X
= ( $ ( x ) " f _1$ ( x ) )  E
X k=o
f  I $ ( x ) F *0| 2______z_____  1 x
1+f 0“ f _10 $ ( x ) “f _ 1 $ ( x )
Z X  X
The l a s t  te rm i n  t h i s  i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  used  i n  th e  a d a p t i v e
A
— 1 *ie s t i m a t o r .  However, t h e  f i r s t  f a c t o r  ( $ (x )  F i(K x ) ) -1 w i l l  u s u a l l yx
b ia s  t h e  e s t i m a t o r .  I f  F = f  I , t h e n  [9]  r e d u c e s  tox x p
00 p f  f  _1 a k
q_l ( t ) = ( p f  ) _1 E {(------— - — ) |$ (x )  0 1 2/ p 2 >
X k=o 1+pf f  - 1
r  Z X
This i s  a p o s i t i v e  a v e ra g e  o f  powers o f  | $ ( x ) 0 | 2 . When th e  s i g n a l
to  n o i s e  r a t i o ,  f  / f  i s  l a r g e  th e  h i g h e r  powers would dom ina te ,  z x
This e x p l a i n s  t h e  v e ry  s h a r p  peaks  obse rved  w i th  Capon’s e s t i m a t i n g
f u n c t i o n .
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CHAPTER 3
MULTIPLE SIGNAL ESTIMATORS
The estimators of the previous chapter will fail to be 
consistent when faced with more than one signal. In fact, relative 
to one signal, the other signals are equivalent to correlated noise 
of unknown structure. In this chapter, consistent estimates for 
more than one signal and uncorrelated noise are developed.
3.1 THE SPECTRAL DENSITY MATRIX
The spectral density matrix corresponding to S signals and 
uncorrelated noise with identical spectra at each receiver is
As before we shall only refer to oo and t when necessary to do so to 
avoid confusion.
*F F + 0F0 [1]y X
If p > S and 0 has rank S then F^ 1 has the following forms:
f -1(I - 0H0~)x p [2]
x
and secondly
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These expressions can be verified by multiplying by .
LEMMA 3.1
If 0 is of rank S then
det F = f P 2 Q) det(f (Ö 0) 1 +F)y x x
= f P  ^det F det(H 1) .
PROOF
Let 0 = P AQ where P is a p*p unitary matrix, Q is an SxS
a'unitary matrix and A ;o where A is a nonsingular SxS diagonal
matrix. Also let F = QFQ 
Then
det F = det(f p“p + p“Äqfq“ÄP)V X
= det(p"(f I + AFA )p} x p
= det(f I + AFA ) x p
This matrix is zero except for the diagonal and the upper left SxS 
block. Hence
det F = f P S det(f I0 + AFA~) y x x S
= f P_S det(A(f A-1A- + F)A*} x x
= f P  ^det(A A) det(f (A A)-1 + F) x x
o A A A A A  ^ A
= fxP det(Q“A“pp“ÄQ) det(fxQ(Q'‘Ä“pp'‘ÄQ)_1Q + QFQ
= f P  ^det(0 0) det(f (00) 1 + F), x x
which is the first of the forms required. From this we have
det F = f P S det 0***0 (f (©’“O)"1 + F) y x x
= f P  ^det(f Ic + 0 0F) x x S
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= f P S det (f F_1 + 9“9)F x x
= f P det F det H 1 . 1 1x
It is important to consider the extent to which the process is 
identified by the spectrum; that is, the extent to which the repres­
entation [1] is unique. This will obviously depend on the model which 
is chosen for 0(o),t ) but the problem is difficult to solve in general 
If the spectra f and F are fixed, we need only consider the 
term 9F0 . The eigenvectors of this expression are in the space 
spanned by the columns of 0 and this leads to the following condition
CONDITION 3.2
There exists no allowable such that for all ooeB the
columns of 0(go,t ) are all contained in the span of the columns of 
0(o),to) ; that is, 0 (co, t ) = 0(oj,Tq )C(co) for some matrix C(oo) and all 
(oeB implies t=t q. //
This is a sufficient condition for identification but it seems 
unnecessarily strong if F is known. Note that it implies that S<p.
A simple case to consider is one where there is no dispersion 
and hence
0u(co, a,x) = co<]iu ,^(a)>
(In fact, by suitable non linear stretching of the frequency scale 
many dispersive models can be reduced to this form.) Then the
A
(a,b) element of 0F0 is
E f (co) ei“<Hu.C(a)-S(b)> 
u=l u
If the spectra are constant then this is an almost periodic 
function and hence the representation will be unique. Also for S=2
i t  c a n  r e a d i l y  be shown t o  be u n iq u e  i f  t h e  s p e c t r a  a r e  known and 
n o t  i d e n t i c a l .  However t h e r e  does  n o t  seem t o  be any  g e n e r a l  
t h e o r y  t o  c o v e r  t h i s .
I f  t h e  s p e c t r a  a r e  n o t  k e p t  f i x e d  ( t h a t  i s ,  a r e  n o t  known, 
t h e n  i t  a p p e a r s  t h a t  C o n d i t io n  3 .2  c a n n o t  be im proved  upon . L e t  us 
c o n s i d e r  an exam ple  w here p= s= 2 . F i r s t  s u p p o se  t h a t
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f  ( oj)
X
-  2 cos  m /2 ,
f  ( ü>) = f 2 (w) = cos  oo/2
and 0(w)
'l
1 1
i2a)/4  - i2 m /4^e e
Then F (m)
y ■
3
2 cos u)/2 cos
2 cos  m/2 c o se  2 m/4 
2 m/4 3
j
Next c o n s i d e r
f  (ü>)
X
3 - 2  cos 2 m/4
f  1 (o>) = f 2 (w) = cos  2 o)/4
and 9(w) =
1 1
im /2  - io i /2  (e e J •
T h is g iv e s e x a c t l y t h e  same s p e c t r u m  F^ as t h e  p r e v i o u s  c a s e
f r e q u e n c i e s .  I n  b o t h  c a s e s  t h e  p h a s e  m a t r i c e s  a r e  p h y s i c a l l y  
r e a s o n a b l e .
In  what f o l l o w s ,  we s h a l l  assum e t h a t  " th e  p r o c e s s  i s  
i d e n t i f i a b l e " ,  m ean ing  t h a t  t h e  s p e c t r u m  can  u n i q u e l y  i d e n t i f y  t q . 
T h is  i m p l i e s  t h a t  e a ch  s i g n a l  obeys C o n d i t i o n  2 . 2 .  In  p r a c t i c e ,  
even  when p < S and  t h e  s p e c t r a  a r e  s p e c i f i e d ,  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  does
n o t  seem t o  be a r e a l  p ro b le m .
3.2 THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR
We now derive a maximum likelihood estimator, on the assumption 
that both the signal and the noise spectra are known. Using the 
results of Section 2.2 we define the estimating function
q (x) = N"1 E -log(det F ) - y "f _1Y .
W weB y y
By Lemma 3.1 and [2], we have
q (t ) = N-1 £ {-log(f ^  ^det F) - log(det H-1) - f 4  Y
weB
+ f -1y '‘0H0“y } . [4]x
In practice the first and third terms would be ignored since 
they are independent of t . For the case S=2, if we ignore these 
terms, [4] reduces to
q (x) = N 1 E {-logA + (f A)_1[f1(f +pf2)|Y 0i|2
N meB X X
+ f 2(f +pf 1) I y ' B2 I 2 - f!f2(^02“YY'0i+^Bi'‘y y '‘B2)]
[5]
where A = f 2 + pf f1 + pf f2 + f if2(p2- | ^  | 2)X X  X
A
and ip = Bi B2.
A A
The terms |Y 0^|2 and |Y 02|2 can be thought of as corresponding
to beamforming in two directions, so that the last term in [5] takes
into account interaction between the two beams. | 2 is a measure of
this interaction, being significant when the two beams are close to
each other or when one beam is on a sidelobe of the other.
As before in is estimated by that value x which maximizesN
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THEOREM 3 . 3
If Condition 2.1 is satisfied and the process is identified then 
the maximum likelihood estimator is consistent.
PROOF
The proof follows exactly as the proof of Theorem 2.4. //
Before considering the asymptotic variance, the following 
lemmas are required.
LEMMA 3 . 4
If A(x) is a non signular matrix function of the vector x }
A(j)(x) = A(t ) and
j
g(t) log(det A(t ))+ trace(A(T) ^ ( x q ))
then
trace (A(xq) 1 A(x0) ^ A (  xq ) .
PROOF
We have
0Y“ g(T ) = trace(A(x)^A(x) l ) - trace(A(x) 1A(x)^^A(x) 1A(x q ))
j
and
g(x) = trace(A(x)^ ,k^A(x)-1-A(x)^ ^ A(x)-1A(x)^k ^A(x)_1) 
-trace (-A(x)“1A(x)^^A(x)_]yi(x)^^A(x) 1 A( xo )
+ A ( x ) _ 1A ( x ) ^  ,k^A(x)_ 1A ( x 0 )
- A ( x ) " ]A(x)(j)A ( x ) "1A ( x ) (k)A ( x ) -1A(xo)).
Hence
9t^3t—  g(xo) = trace(A(x0) 1A(t o ^A(x0) 1A(x0)^k )^ .
j k
The above s t e p s  u se  t h e  i d e n t i t i e s
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l o g ( d e t  A( t ) )
Tj
t r a c e (  A(x ~^A(x ) *)
a n d  1 )  ~  M T ) 1A( t ) ^ ' )A ( t ) 1 . / /
dT .
j
CONDITION 3 .5
A s t a t i o n a r y  p r o c e s s  s h a l l  be s a i d  t o  s a t i s f y  C o n d i t io n  3 . 5  i f  
i t s  f o u r t h  cu m u lan t  f u n c t i o n  i s  t h e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  o f  a  f u n c t i o n
h y p e rp la n e  a>i+a)2 = 0)3+014 = 0 .  / /
LEMMA 3 . 6
L e t T(o)) and  x ( ^ )  be p xp h e r m i t i a n  m a t r ix  v a lu e d  f u n c t i o n s  and 
l e t  Y(oi) be t h e  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  o f  a  p d im e n s io n a l  v e c t o r  p r o c e s s  
w h ich  s a t i s f i e d  C o n d i t io n  3 . 5 . Let
3(a)], ,a)2,0)3,0)4) w hich  i s  c o n t in u o u s  i n  some n e ig h b o u rh o o d  o f  t h e
u N"1 E Y(o))'>(o))Y(a))
aieB
and  v
ueB
Then N C o v (u ,v )  c o n v e rg e s  t o
( 2tt ) 1 t r a c e  (T(oi)F (o))x(o))F ( co) )  do)
y y
+ ( 2tt ) 1
J B
PROOF
T his  f o l l o w s  d i r e c t l y  from  Theorem 3 , Hannan ( 1 9 7 3 ) .  / /
THEOREM 3 .7
I f  th e  p r o c e s s  y ( n )  s a t i s f i e s  C o n d i t io n  3 . 5  and th e  n o i s e
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is independent between receivers then the variance matrix of
/nN (x -Tn) tends to E where N u
A-1 + A 1 C A-1
and A..3^
C.,3k
(2tt) l\ trace(F (to,x ) !F (w,x0) -^F (w,x0) 1Jp y 0 y y
Fy(w,x0)^ k ^)dm ,
= ( 2tt )-1 jB i£g5(Fy(“’To)’lry(“ ,TO)(i)ry(“*Torl>ab
(F (0)’,T0) XF (ad ,T0)(k)F (w? ,x0)
3 , , (o3,-u),w' -a)’)dcüda)'abed
PROOF
3Consider the Taylor series expansion of q^( t q )about x^:
3
3?7qN(To) - 3X7 %(V = I (TvV sTXFtVV3 3 k K 3 k
where ||t-x0|| „ ||t -t0|| .
since aT“ qN(xN) = 0 then3
H  3
3x . qN(Xo) N I (XNk X°k)( 3X .3x3 k * K 3 k
q„(TM ) . [6]
It is then sufficient to consider the variance of the left hand side
of [6]. By Lemma 3.6, the asymptotic variance matrix of
p 3 x ^ —(N 2 q^(xg )) is A+C. q (x) converges almost surely to
3 dXj k
32 - 32
3x".~3~  q(To) SinCS TN^T0almost surely. Hence 9t/3i-- - qN(lN ) Ajk byj k j k
Lemma 3.4, and then the asymptotic variance of x^ is A \A+C)A 1 as 
required. //
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The asymptotic variance is given in this form since it is easily 
computable. In practice the fourth cumulant term would usually be 
ignored since the cumulant spectra would almost definitely be unknown. 
The estimation of high order cumulant spectra was studied by 
Brillinger and Rosenblatt (1966) but is usually very difficult. Much 
geophysical data has roughly Gaussian distributions so the cumulant 
spectra can be assumed very small.
If p is large and S is reasonably small, a form for A not 
involving pxp matrices would be convenient. First, we note that
IS
and hence
*
F0 0H . [7]x
If we let 0 ^  ^  0 , then
j
F -1F ^  = f l(I -0H0‘* ) ( 0 ^ F 0 % 0 F 0 ^ " )y Y x p
f 1(0^ f« %  F0(  ^)-0H0<‘0 (^ F 0 <‘-0H0“0F0(  ^^ “ ) .x
Using [7] to simplify the last term, we have
p ~lp (3 )
y y f XX
Then trace (F 1F ^  ^ F 1F ^  ^ )y y y y
x
+ f 0 (;5)F0:0H0(k) - 0 H 0 * 0 ^ W ‘*0(k)F0S8;x
x
X X
+ f 20H0(;5)‘0H0(k):;) .x
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Using [7] repeatedly and cycling the order of the products, this 
becomes:
f -2 trace(eVj)Fe*8(k)F - 9*9'(i W k)F t f 9*9(j )H9*e(k )
X X
+ f _ f 2e(k)::0(^ )H - f0“0(^W “V k)
+ f H0:0(^)F0X0(k) + F0i0(^)F05C0(k) - f F0iv*0(^ )H0::0(k)x x
- f H9"9(j)F9"0(k) + f 2H0 V 3 )h0V > °  - f 9 (k)*9H0*9(i>FX X  X
+ f 20('k ')'‘0H0“0('^H + f F 0 ^ ‘V k  ^ - f 2H0^^<‘0('k ')X X X
- f F0(^):;0H0,,0('k) + f 2H0(  ^)<‘0H0<'0(k) t f 2H 0 ^ “0H8^k ^‘0)X X  x
= trace{(0(;3):;0+0::0(j))H(0(k)’“"0+0:;0(k))H - (0(  ^)5‘*0(k }+0(k)*'0( j } )H>
+ f _1trace{(0(  ^)“0(k^ 0 (k^ 0 ^  ^ )F - 0 * V ^ F 0 (k^GH x
- 0:C0(k)F0(  ^)if0H} .
Hence
A., JL_2tt trace ((0( j } X0+0:;0( ^ } )H (0(k} :0+0:‘0 (k } )H
- (0(j):;0(k)+0(k)i:0(^)H} + fx_1 trace((0(^)5‘*0(k)+0(k)i:0(^))F
- 0*0^ 3 )F0(k)*0H _ 0:;0(k)F0(^ )i;0H}do),
where this is evaluated at t q .
Experience with approximate maximum likelihood estimates leads 
us to expect that this estimator would have minimal variance.
However its requirement that the spectra be known severely limits its 
usefulness. It cannot be readily simplified to remove this requirement.
3.3 THE EUCLIDEAN ESTIMATOR
The maximum likelihood estimator could be considered to minimize 
at each frequency a measure of distance between the observed
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periodogram and the modelled spectral density matrix: this measure
for the distance between matrices C and D is log(det C) + trace(C-1D) 
and is minimized when C = D(Lemma 2.3). A different measure of 
distance could give a different class of estimators.
One possibility is to use the squared Euclidean distance between
A
F (oj,t ) and I(w) = Y(m)Y (w). This gives the estimating function
q (t ) = -N-1 2 W(o)> E E |f (ü),t ) - I (w)|2N , y ab abweß a b  y
- -N_12 W(w) trace(F (w,x) - I(w))2 . [8]
weB ^
As usual our estimate x maximizes [8]. We shall call this theN
Euclidean estimator, to emphasize that it is not a least squares 
estimator in the usual sense.
Note that
trace(F (m t )-I(uj))2 = trace F (m x)2 - 2 trace(F (w t )i (o)))'y y y
+ trace l(w)2 .
If we consider the individual terms of this,
A
trace F 2 = trace(f f +©F0 )2y x p
A A
= f 2trace I + 2 f trace(0 0F) + trace(0 0F)2 x p x
S
= pf. 2 + 2f 2 f + 2 2 E f f 10 © I 2r x X , u u v ' u v 1U=1 u>v
s
+ p 2 f 2 u
of which only the third terms depends on i, and:
A A
trace(F I(oj) ) = Y*‘(f I +0F0~)Yy x p
= f^  11Y I I2 + y“0F0'y 
= f 11Y 11 2 + E f |y ‘*0 I2x " 11 u 1 u 1
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of which only the second term depends on x. Hence if we neglect 
terms which are independent of x, we obtain a simpler estimating 
function:
V T) = N 1 E W(w){ E f |y “0 I2 - E E f f |0 “0 I2} . [9]„ , u' U 1 U V 1 U V 1coeB u=l u>v
In the case S=2 this is particularly simple:
q (x) = N 1 E W(o)){f1 |y '0i |2 + f2|y“02 |2 - fif2 |^|2} ,
weB
where ip is as in the previous section,
THEOREM 3.8
If Condition 2.1 is satisfied and the process is identified, then 
the Euclidean estimator is consistent.
PROOF
Note that [9] can be expressed as
q.T("0 = N 1 E W (w){trace(ÖF0 I(w)) - E E f f |9 0 |2}N u v 1 u vweB u>v
As before we have q_ ( t )_>q (x) almost surely where
q(T) (2tt)- 1 W(to){trace(0F0 F ) - E E f f  0 9 2} dm„ y u v 1 u v 1B J u>v
r
= -(2tt) 1 W(uj){3§ trace(F (m,x) - F (m,xo))‘Jr y y
-h trace F (m,xo)2 -hp E f 2} dm
Only the term trace(F^(m,x) - F^(m,xo))2 depends on x and is obviously 
minimized if and only if x=x q * //
THEOREM 3.9
If the process y(n) satisfies Condition 3.5 and the noise is
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independent between receivers, then the variance matrix of
p
N 2(t^-Tq)tends to E where
Z = A 1(C+D)A-1
and A..
'jk
( 2 TT ) 1 
( 2tt )— 1
W (03) trace (9( ^ } F0 “"+0F0( ^ } 5:) (9(k } F0i; +0F0(k } ) do)
W(o3)2 trace{(0(  ^^ F0%0F0^ ^ ‘)(f I +0F0“)x p
(0(k)F0“+0F0(k)")(f I +0F0*' ) }do3x p
and D
3k
= (2 TT )-1
B J
W(o))W (to* ) E {0 (03) (0(O3)^ ^ F(o3)0(o3) 
B u—1 U
+ 0(o3)F(o3)0(j)(o3)“ )0 (03)}u
{0 (ü3* ) ‘k(0(u3* ) ( k ) F(03* )0(ü3* )“’ + 0(03’ )F(03’ )9(03f ) (k)5‘)0 ( U)1 ) >
3  (03 , - 0 3  ,  03* , - 0 3  * ) d 0 3 d 0 3 '
where 3^ is the fourth cumulant density of z^(n) and all expressions 
are evaluated at t q .
PROOF
92This follows the proof of Theorem 3.7. That A., is --- ---  q(Tg)“IK o T . o T.
i k
is most easily shown by considering [8].
The expressions for C_.^  and D_.^  are derived from Lemma 3.6. //
This variance would be almost definitely greater than that of the
maximum likelihood estimator. An indication of the inefficiency of
the Euclidean estimator is that its variance does not vanish as
f (u3)-K) on B. x
The only advantages it has compared with the maximum likelihood 
estimator is that it is computationally easier and it does not assume 
prior knowledge of the noise spectrum.
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3.4 THE PHASE ESTIMATOR
Various attempts have been made to use only the phase 
information in the periodogram. At first sight this may suggest a 
method of overcoming the problem of unknown spectra. One such ad 
hoc estimator will now be considered.
If we let <z> = --- for all complex numbers z / 0, we may form
Let t be, as usual, the value which maximizes [10]. We shall call N
this the phase estimator.
THEOREM 3.10
If Condition 2.1 is satisfied and the process is identified, 
then the phase estimator is consistent.
z
an estimating function
[10]
PROOF
As before, q (t)-»-q(T) almost surely where
q(f)
This achieves its maximum only when F (o),Tn) = F (u),t ).y y
The remainder of the proof follows as before. //
Even though consistent, this estimator can only partially solve 
the problem. While independent of the absolute level of the signal 
spectra, it requires prior knowledge of the ratios of the spectra.
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Few situations can be imagined where these would be known without 
the actual spectra being known. An asymptotic variance could be 
computed as in the previous section, but due to the complexity of 
the derivatives of the estimating function, this would be very 
complex.
3.5 THE DETERMINISTIC ESTIMATOR
The previous estimators were derived assuming that the signals 
were stationary stochastic processes. They all required knowledge of 
the spectra and this would not usually be available in practice.
If, for the purpose of derivation only, the signals are assumed to be 
deterministic and hence without spectra, this problem could be 
avoided. We shall do this, even though later on we shall discuss the 
behaviour of the estimate thus derived in terms of stochastic signals 
Consider
g
y(n,a) = x(n,a) + £ z (n,a)
u=l
where
2 (n,a) u
Zu ,aO  )r
\ S  Z (co ) e-iUrnu,a r
Z «0 ) ei0u(“r>a,T)u r [11]
and
= 27rr/N , r = -\_p//2], . . . ., [N/2] .
It is not assumed that [11] holds at any other frequencies.
Let Z(uO = (ZjCu^hZ (u>r ) , ........ , Z s(o3r )T.
Treating Z(w^) as an unknown but non random quantity, the maximum
likelihood approach coincides with the weighted least squares 
approach, since the "errors" are roughly uncorrelated in the 
frequency domain. Hence we minimize
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= N_1 2 f -1 Ely - E Z (ü) )x a u rweB a u=l
i9|l(iu,a,T)|2
tT1 I f - 1 11Y - BZ 11 2 .
tueB
For each t , we can replace Z(w^) by that vector which minimizes 
Differentiating,
SZ (tou r
-V T = 2N~1 Real{ f _1(0 “(oi )Y(m ) - £ Z (to )0 “(a) )0 (u) ))}) x u ^ r  n v r u r v r 7v=l
Equating the derivatives to zero, we obtain
A
0“0Z = 0  Y  ,
and hence Z = (0 0) *0 Y [12]
Then
;'c
T = N 1 £ f -1Y ( I  0(0 6)0 )Yx pu)CB
Thus we shall use as our estimating function
% (T) = N-1 l W(io) y “0(6'0)_10“ymeB
[13]
and the estimate obtained by maximizing this shall be called the 
deterministic estimator. An arbitrary weight function W(u>) is used 
since if there is incomplete prior knowledge of the spectra, the 
weight fx_ 1 might not be optimal. We now proceed to discuss the 
properties of this estimator when used with stochastic signals.
THEOREM 3.11
If Conditions 2.1 and 3.2 are satisfied, then the deterministic
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e s t i m a t o r  i s  c o n s i s t e n t .
PROOF
L e t  E = 0 ( 0  0 ) - 1 9 . T h e n  E i s  a n  a i - g e n p o t e n t  m a t r i x  ( t h a t  i s  
E 2 =E) a n d  f u r t h e r m o r e
t r a c e  ( E )  = t r a c e [ ( 0  0 ) - 1 0 0 ]
= t r a c e  I g  
= S
A l s o ,  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  a n y  e i g e n v e c t o r  o f  E ,  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  a  n o n  
z e r o  e ig e n v e c t o r  m u s t  b e  i n  t h e  s p a n  o f  t h e  c o lu m n s  o f  0 a n d  h e n c e  o f  
t h e  f o r m  0^ w h e re  $ i s  a n  S d i m e n s i o n a l  v e c t o r .  B u t
E0<f>
s’e ,
= 0 ( 0  0 ) _ 1 0 0(j) 0<f> .
T h e r e f o r e  t h e r e  a r e  S e i g e n v a l u e s  o f  E e q u a l  t o  o n e ,  w i t h  a s s o c i a t e d  
e i g e n v e c t o r s  i n  t h e  s p a n  o f  0 i , 0 2 , • • • , 0 g 5 a n d  t h e  o t h e r  p - S  
e i g e n v a l u e s  a r e  z e r o .
As i n  p r e v i o u s  c o n s i s t e n c y  t h e o r e m s ,  q N( x ) - h q ( x )  a l m o s t  s u r e l y
w h e r e
q ( x )  = ( 2 tt) 1  W(m) t r a c e ( E ( f ^ I p  + 0 o F 0 o )}  dm . [ 1 4 ]
B
As b e f o r e ,  0 q d e n o t e s  t h e  t r u e  v a l u e  o f  0 .  
F i r s t  we o b s e r v e  t h a t
t r a c e  E f  I  
x  p
f  S 
x
a n d  s e c o n d
A  °
t r a c e (E0nF0u ) = E f  0 E0
u = l  U U° U°
S i n c e  t h e  l a r g e s t  e i g e n v a l u e  o f  E i s  o n e ,
0 “ e 0 <; || 0  | | 2 = p
U0 u 0 11 u 0 M F
a n d  t h i s  b o u n d  i s  a t t a i n e d  w hen  0 ^  i s  i n  t h e  s p a n  o f  0 l 5 0 2 , . . . . , 0 g .  
H en ce  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  i n  [ 1 4 ]  i s  m a x i m i z e d  when  0^ , 0 2 , . . . . , 0 q a r e  a l l
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in the span of 91 ,02 , • • • • ,®Q• According to Condition 3.2, this 
occurs at all frequencies in B if and only if t=t q.
The remainder of the proof proceeds as before. //
THEOREM 3.12
If Conditions 2.1, 3.1 and 3.5 are satisfied, and the noise 
is independent between receivers then the variance matrix of
N 2(t^-t 0) tends to E where,
A 1(C+D)A_1 .,
A., 3 k
C.,3k
( 2tt )~1 [ w(u) trace[(9( j)*(I -E)9(k }+0(k )W(I -E)0(j))F] d<*> 
B P P
(27T)-1f W(o))2trace[(0(j)';(I -E)0(k)+0(k)*(I -E)0(j))JD P P
(0 0) 1]f 2 da) x
D.,3k (2 it)
-1 W(u))2trace[(0(j)':(I -E)0(k)+0(k)*(I -E)0(j))F]f do)P ' P x
and these expressions are evaluated at t q . 
PROOF
As before we must consider 8t . 3t 3 k
q(x) and the variance of
n\ ? 7  V t);
3
3t33t q(T) = -(2Ti)~1j W(co) trace[90"(3-A 3T
j k J B i k
E)0oF] do)
First, we note that
(I -E)0 = 0P
and 0 (I -E) = 0 .P
Also:
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( n ) “  i <;K -> J ra o r l3 ^-e = 8 ' J4 e 'e)-1" - e(e“e ) - 1 (e*9 )(^}(91-9) - 1 9” + e(e*9)-ie
3
= ( I  - E ) 0 ( ] ) ( e " 0 ) - ' 9  + 9 ( 9 " 0 ) ‘ 4 i )!\ i  -E )
P P
and  h ence
9 a i r  E 9 = 0
3
and
3t . 
3
E 0 ( I  -E )0  
P
( j )
Then
3x . 3x 
3 k
aTT e e ( ] ) ( 0 iV0 ) ' 19 + ( I  - E) ^ | - ( 9 ( j ) ( e s- e ) - 10 )
K ± It
and  t h e r e f o r e
3x . 3x_
3 k
Thus we have
+ ( 9 ( 9  9)  _e ) -  0 ( 0 :C0 )~ 10 ^3 ) j
dTV P 3x.
E 0 =  - 0 ( k ) * ( i  - E ) 0 ( ^  _ 0<3>*( I  _E ) 0 ( k >
3x. 3x. 
3 k
q ( To) -  — ( 2tt ) 1J W(w) t r a c e [ ( 0 ^ ^  ( I  -E )0^k ^+0^k ^“*(1 - E )0
J  n  D D
which  g i v e s  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  A ^ .  Now c o n s i d e r  a s y m p t o t i c  
c o v a r i a n c e  o f  N* J L  q ( t 0 ) and  Uk » o ( t 0 ) .
3 t k hN By Lemma 3 .6  t h i s  i s
( 2tt ) -1 W(uj)2 t r a c e { ~  E(F I  +0F9*) JL- E ( f  I +9F0*) 
i x p 9xk x p
+ ( 2 tt) ^
f f
” ( “ ) » ( “ ' )  ZEES ( ^ i - E ( u ) )  ( J L E(u>'))
B abed 3Tj ab 3Tk dc
^ abcd^ W,_ÜJ,a)f ,_aj? ) dco dco * ,
where  ß i s  t h e  f o u r t h  o r d e r  cum u lan t  s p e c t r u m  o f  y ( n ) .
( j ) *
( ] ) )F]dcü
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Now
r 9 3 ,trace {-r-- E ~-- E/3t . 3x.D k
r ( "i ) *  _  i *  ^trace(((I -E)ö ^'(9 B) *9 + 9(9
Ck') *  ^ *(I -E))(CE -E)0W (0 B)-^P P
+ 9(9:"b )“1 B^k I -E))}P
trace{(9( -E)B(k) + 9(k)‘;(I
(8**0)-1}
since I -E is idempotent. This gives the term . 
We also have
trace —  E E0F0 } =3x. 3x.3 k
f * 3 3= trace {9 tc-- E —  EBf}3t . 3t,3 k
= trace {©^ )'‘(I -E)(I -E)0(k)F} P P
= trace { 0 ^ “(I -E)0(k)F}
and similarly
trace {-^—  E —  E0F0 } 3x dx
k j
= trace {9(k)“(I -E)0^F) .P
Together these give the term D. .3k
Now consider the signal with signal term in the variance
, 3 -race 1-r—  dx
* 3 * ,—  E0F9 -—  E0F0 } 3 . dx.3 k
trace {(9^ EB)F(B“ E0)F]dx. dx.3 k
9)-10(j)*
- E) 9 ^ )
= 0
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Finally we must show that the fourth cumulant term is zero. 
Note that
ß , ,(00,-00,0)' , —oo* )abed
^ e~i{6u (oo,a)-0u (o),b)+6u (oo' ,c)-0u(oo' ,d)} 
u—1
ß ( 00 , — 00 , 00 ' , —00 ' ) u
where 3 is the fourth cumulant spectrum of 2 (n). Thus the fourth u u
cumulant term in the variance is
(2tt ) 1
f f 4I W(oo)W(oo' ) E ( 0  (oo) 
JB''B u—1 U
—  E(u)0 (u))(0 (ui* )!\ J -  E(w' )0 ((O'))T . U U dT. U
ßU(oo,-00 ,oo' ,-oo doodoo'
which is zero. //
The terms C and D in the variance may be regarded as noise with 
noise, and signal with noise terms respectively. The absence of a 
signal with signal term indicates that, if the signal to noise ratios 
are high enough, the deterministic estimator must give smaller 
variances than the Euclidean estimator. In fact in this situation 
the estimating functions for the deterministic estimator and the 
maximum likelihood estimator are very similar. If the noise with 
noise term is neglected and W(w) = f^(ü))-1 then
(E-1)
jk (2tt)
-1 SE <
B u— 1
(j)*(I -E)0 (k)*+0l p U 1 (k)“(I -E)0 (^ ) f  /fp U U X
Thus parameters which affect different signals will have uncorrelated 
estimates when the signal to noise ratios are high.
3.6 METHODS OF APPLICATION
In most situations neither the number of signals present nor their
dco.
spectra would be known. A practical procedure to follow would be to 
"fit" the signals one at a time until one is satisfied that no more
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are present. This is the reverse of the normal statistical method 
of treating hierarchical models. It is obvious that the deterministic 
estimator is the one to use first.
Two problems arise with this. First the number of parameters 
(or the dimension of x) is usually proportional to the number of 
signals and when this is large there are significant computational 
problems in finding the maximum of the estimating function. Normal 
optimization algorithms are not suitable due to the large number of 
local maxima usually present. A search must be made, and in high 
dimensions this is a time-consuming task. Second, a decision rule is 
required to decide how many signals are present.
To overcome the first problem we propose the following procedure
1. Assume one signal is present and estimate the parameters 
associated with it, using the deterministic estimator.
2. Keeping the parameters for the first signal fixed, search 
for a second signal, again using the deterministic estimator and 
obtain a preliminary estimate of the parameters of the second signal.
3. Now we are close to the maximum of the estimating function 
(for S=2). An appropriate optimization algorithm can then be used to 
accurately locate this.
4. Repeat the last two steps to find further signals 
(S=3,4,5,... ).
This procedure reduces the searches to an absolute minimum and 
appears to be effective in practice (see Chapter 6). The following 
result assists in the computations.
Let 8(S) = (0l’02>--->9S) > E(S) = 0(S)(0(S) 0(S)) l0(S) ,
and
W R s )* * H_1 1 (S)YooeB
(S)
[15]
We define x to be that value which maximizes [15]. The dimension
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of x  ^ and T(5 ) obviously depends upon S.
LEMMA 3.13 
E(S+l) = E(S) + A'1(Ip-E(S))0S+l9S+l (V E(S))
where
PROOF
p es+i E(s)9s+i 9s+i (Ip E(s))9s+i
Observe that 0(S+l)
9(s+l) 9S+1
Therefore
9(s+l) 9(S+1)
where
- 1
(9(s),9s+i)’ and
e<S)*9(S)
8S,l‘e(S)
* ^A b
b A" 1
9(S)*9 Stl
and
A = (9( s )\s))-1+a-1<e(s)1\ s ) rl9( s ) \ +19s+1\ s ) (9(s)i\ s ) )' 
b = - A-i9s+i"e(s)(9(S; 9(s)ri
and
A  A4\ -I 4\
'(S+l) " 9(S+1)(9(S+1) 9(S+1)) 9(S+1)
E(s) + A 1 E(S)9S+19S+1 E(s) A 1 E(S)°S+19S+1
- A-*0 0 + p A"1S+l S+l (S) ^
= E(s) + A'1(Ip-E(s))9s+i9s+i (Ip-E(s)) •
Hence we have
q(s+i)(T(s+i) = N"‘ V(u) Y"E(S+1)Y
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= N 1 E W(w )y"e , Y + N-1 E W(w)A M + d  -E, c. )8 | 2
ueB (S) weB P (S) S+1
- i
weB •p (sr s+r
where hs+n is the vector T(s+i)
S+1 (S) S+1
[16]
with the components associated 
with the S+1 signal omitted. At Step 2 of the above procedure we 
keep T(g+2 ) -^xec^  a_t T(s) anc^  on-*-y the last term of [16] is then 
maximized with respect to the parameters of the S+1 th signal. These 
parameters affect only n°t ^(g)*
The second problem, of determining the number of signals present, 
is very difficult to solve completely. However, the following 
reasoning can be used to derive a decision rule.
The deterministic model [11] can be written as
Y(<V = 0(S)(Ur )Z(S)(“r ) + X(V
u>r = 2it r N“1 , r = 0,1,2,. .. [|]
[17]
where Y(co ) and X(w ) are the vector Fourier transforms of y(n) r r J
and x(n) respectively and Z/oN(w ) = (Zi(u ),....,Z_(co ))T .(S) r r S r
Since the Fourier transforms at the fundamental frequencies are
approximately uncorrelated, [17] corresponds to the standard linear
model. The hypothesis that only S-l signals are present is equivalent
Nto the hypothesis that Z (w ) = 0, r = 0,1,2,...[—]. Furthermore if
o 10 Z.
W(oo) = f^_1(m), then cl(5 )^x(g)^ is 2N_1 times the log likelihood for 
the model. Thus, by the standard theory of likelihood ratio tests 
(see for example Wilks, 1962, p. 408) we would expect that
N (q(S) (t(S)) " q(s-l) (T(S-1)) [18;|
2would have an approximate distribution under the null hypothesis.
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This argument ignores the change in the design matrix 0^) so that 
it must be applied with care. Still one would expect that the 
statistic given by [18] would be reasonable.
3. 7 ESTIMATION OF SPECTRA
Once a reasonable estimate has been obtained by use of theN
deterministic estimator, the estimation of signal and noise spectra 
is an obvious problem. What follows is an informal discussion of how 
this may be done.
Consider the situation where t^ differs from To by an 
insignificant amount. If B is a narrow band of width e, centred on 
0)0 and -wo, then
N"1 E y “(I -E)Y 
o)eB P
will tend almost surely to
( 2tt )— 1 e- trace{(I -E)(f (o)0)I + 0F0 )}p x u p
= (2tt)~1 e (p-S) f (o)0)x
Ja
Hence we can use 2tt( eN(p-S ))“ 1 E Y (I -E)Y as an estimate of f (o)q ).
0)eB P X
This is very convenient since the terms Y EY would have already been 
'.calculated when estimating t q .
The estimation of signal spectra is more difficult. Methods 
based simply on moments tend to be unstable, particularly at
Ja
.frequencies where 0 0 is almost singular. An approximate maximum 
likelihood estimate could be used. If we use [3] for F^_1and 
Lemma 3.1, we have as the log likelihood
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E {-(p-S) log f 
weB X
log(det 0 8) - log det(f (0 8)‘x +F)
-f -1Y (I -A)Y - 
P
ft *
Y 0(0 0)-1 (f (0x 0)_i+f)
- 1 ft(0 0)-l Y}
If f and t 0 are known or estimated sufficiently accurately we mayX “T* A
ignore all but the third and last terms. Setting (8 8)-18 Y = U, 
we have
E - log det(f (0“8)_1+F) - u'‘(f (©“O ^ + F )"
63eB x x
which involves only SxS matrices. It is simple enough to be minimized 
at a reasonable number of frequencies to estimate F.
3.8 NON QUADRATIC ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS
It seems appropriate to discuss the behaviour of the non 
quadratic estimators of Section 2.4 when more than one signal is 
present. Again, we will only consider the true spectral density 
matrix. Let S  = span(8 1,02 ,.. .0Q ).u
The first results are of interest in low noise level situations. 
THEOREM 3.14
;’c
If F = f I +y x p 0F0 then for e < 0
Urn , . _
f ->0 TX
0 if <Kt ) t  s
- £im / v
and f -X) q e(T) ? 0 if $>(t ) e SX
PROOF
The eigenvalues are solutions of
det(F - AI ) = 0 .
Y P
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But det(F -Al ) = det((f -X)I + 0F0 ) y P x p
= (f -X)P_S det(0'0F + (f -A)T ). x x S
Thus we have as eigenvalues ^l ,^2 ,.. • ,^Q > f with associatedO X
orthonormal eigenvectors Ui , U2 ,...,U £ S and X ,X , ...,X = fo b tl o t Z p X
with eigenvectors U U , ...,U , each orthogonal to S. AsOil  ^ J T  ^  P A
f ~K),Xi ,X2 ,...,X will tend to the eigenvalues of 9 0F which are x b
2 i m £ 1 * topositive. Hence ^ £ X^ | <E> ( t ) U | will be finite, and, if $("0
x i=l
is not orthogonal to 5, it will be non zero.
„ E X?|t(T)V|2However f -H) . _ , 1 1x i=S+l
£im
f ->0
is infinity for 
unless $(t ) £ S .
£im
f -K) x
£ X 
i=l :
f £ £ |$(x)”u.I2
x i=S+l 1
A
e<0, unless $(t ) lb = 0, i = S+l,..
Hence
|<Kt )“u = 0 if $(x ) t S .
,p; that is ,
1
If $(x) e S , the result is obvious. //
Note that this result is true even if F is not diagonal: that
is if the signals are correlated with each other. In the case of 
Capon's estimator (e= -1) we have a stronger result.
THEOREM 3.15
*Let F = cF + 8F9 .y x Then
£im
C"K)
011H»w»r-H1CJ* i f 3>(t) t  s
£im
C"K) q-jCt) >0 if $(t) e. S
PROOF
From Rao (1973)
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F 1y c 1 {F _1 - F _19(9“f _19)_19“f -1x x x  X
+ c F _19(9::F _19)"1(c(9::F _19 )"1+F)"1 (9 “f "19)"19‘;f -1}.X X  X X X
Let $ = 9ot+b where a is now an S dimensional vector and
A
9 F^-1b = 0* This corresponds to decomposing $ into two vectors, one 
in S and the other in the space orthogonal to this, using the inner
A
product <u,v> = u F^-1v. Note that 
b F xb = c"1 b F _1 b .y x
Hence
A A
q i (t ) = c{b F b + ca (c(9 F -19)-1 + F) 1a}-1 . x x
If $(x) e S', then b = 0, so
q_l(x) = {a (c(9 Fx_19)-1 + F)-1a}-1
and
<1-1 (T) = (a F ia) 1 > 0
If b / 0 (that is $(x) £ S'), then
£im
cK) q_1(x )
, £im 
cK)
A
c){b*F _1b + x
ßim
c-K) ca*(c(9*F 9)-1x +F) 1a}_1
= 0 . //
This result, again for arbitrary F^ and F, is an extension of 
a result of Woods and Lintz (1973).
Several authors (for example, Der and Flinn, 1975) have 
suggested using the eigenvectors of an estimate of F^ directly.
It was noted in the proof of Theorem 3.14 that F has Sy
eigenvalues greater than f and the other p-S equal to f . ThisX X
could be used as a method of estimating the number of signals 
actually present. A decision would have to be made as to how many 
of the smaller eigenvalues belong to the set associated with f .
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The number r e m a in in g  would  g iv e  an e s t i m a t e  o f  S.
I f  9 i , 02»**-5®5 a r e  o r t h o g o n a l ,  t h e n  e a c h  o f  t h e  e i g e n v e c t o r s  
U i ,  U2 , . . . , U g  would c o r r e s p o n d  t o  a  p a r t i c u l a r  p h ase  v e c t o r .  I f
A
t h e y  a r e  a p p r o x im a te ly  o r t h o g o n a l  ( t h a t  i s ,  t h e  m a t r ix  9 9 h as  s m a l l  
o f f  d i a g o n a l  e n t r i e s )  t h e n  e a c h  e i g e n v e c t o r  w ou ld  be d o m in a ted  by a 
s i n g l e  p h a se  v e c t o r .  T h is  d o m in a t io n  w ould  be  t h e  g r e a t e s t  f o r  t h e  
s t r o n g e s t  s i g n a l .  As t h e  e i g e n v e c t o r s  a r e  n o t  i n  g e n e r a l  a l l o w a b le  
p h a se  v e c t o r s ,  t h e  p h a se  v e c t o r  o f  b e s t  f i t  i s  fo u n d  by m axim iz ing
A
g ^ x )  = | $ ( t ) l h | 2
The f i r s t  n o n t r i v i a l  c a s e  i s  when S=2. Then
^1 = f ^  + % ( p ( f i + f 2 )  + [ p 2 ( f i - f 2 ) 2 + 4 f i f 2 I $ I2 ] 2) ,
X2 = f x + ^ ( p (  f  i + f  2 ) ~ Cp2 ( f i ~ f 2 ) 2 + 4 f  i f  2 I 4» I 2 H 2) .
L e t  Ui = ot19 +  ot202 and U2 = B19 1 + 3202« Then i t  i s  r e a d i l y  shown
t h a t  i f  ij; f  0 t h e n
ot2 f  ip
_  2
a 1 p f 2 _ 1 1
A l - p f l
f  1^
I f  f i  i s  v e r y  much g r e a t e r  t h a n  f 2 , t h i s  r a t i o  i s  s m a l l  i n d i c a t i n g  
t h a t  Ui i s  d o m in a te d  by 9 i .  How ever, i n  t h i s  c a s e  ß l / B2 a p p ro x im a te s  
4> / p  w hich  need  n o t  be s m a l l  and U2 w i l l  n o t  be  d o m in a te d  by 02* I f  
f l  and  f 2 a r e  o f  t h e  same m a g n i tu d e ,  n e i t h e r  e i g e n v e c t o r  would be 
d o m in a te d  by  a  s i n g l e  phase  v e c t o r  u n l e s s  ip i s  v e r y  s m a l l .
To su m m a riz e ,  we can  assume t h a t  e s t i m a t o r s  l i k e  Capon’s s h o u ld  
g iv e  r e a s o n a b l e ,  a l t h o u g h  n o t  c o n s i s t e n t ,  r e s u l t s  when t h e  n o i s e  
l e v e l  i s  low. Methods w hich  use  t h e  e i g e n v e c t o r s  i n d i v i d u a l l y  would 
be  f a r  l e s s  p r e d i c t a b l e .
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION STUDIES
4.1 THE AIM
In the previous two chapters only asymptotic results were 
presented. Analogous results for a finite sample size are virtually 
impossible to obtain by analytic techniques.
It is hoped that the asymptotic results give an indication of 
small sample behaviour and to investigate this a series of simulations 
were carried out. The primary aims were to investigate the bias of 
small sample estimates, and to compare the asymptotic variances with 
the small sample variances. However several other properties could 
also be examined, including:
1. The structure of the sidelobes and the problems caused by 
them. The asymptotic results are concerned only with the estimating 
function in the neighbourhood of the maximum, whereas in practice 
secondary maxima can detract from the usefulness of an estimator.
2. The behaviour relative to other estimators including 
Capon's. In fact simulations appear to be the main way of obtaining 
variance results for many of these estimators.
3. Robustness.
The simulations do not give much information as to how the 
estimating functions should be maximized in practice since in the
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simulations, our prior knowledge of the position of the maximum was 
used to advantage. A practical example with real data is given in 
Section 5.2.
It is apparent that the problem simulated involves so many 
possible variables that any study must be rather limited. However, 
the results presented here appear to be typical of the general case 
and are quite instructive.
4.2 PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS AND THE MODEL USED
All computing was performed on a Univac 1108 computer at the 
Australian National University, mainly using demand terminals. 
Programs were written in Fortran V using single precision (9 decimal 
digits). The only library routine used was one for Fast Fourier 
transforms. Attempts were made to use library optimization routines 
but these invariably behaved badly with single precision.
A four element array was used, with receivers having position 
.coordinates
0.54 0.84
-0.84 0.54
-0.54 -0.84
0.54 -0.54
The velocity was assumed known and as a function of frequency was 
given by c(w) = 0.5 - 0.05w. Two signals were modelled and the 
parameters to be estimated were directions of the signals. Hence 
T was a two-dimensional vector giving the direction from which each 
signal arrived, measured in degrees (from 0° to 360°).
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4 .3  GENERATION OF SIGNALS AND NOISE
The s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  t h e  s i m u l a t i o n s  was a se q u e n c e  o f  p se u d o  
random num bers ,  g e n e r a t e d  by s t a n d a r d  p r o g ra m s ,  g i v i n g  u n c o r r e l a t e d ,  
a p p r o x im a te ly  n o rm a l ly  d i s t r i b u t e d  v a r i a b l e s  w i t h  z e r o  mean and  u n i t  
v a r i a n c e .  These were t r a n s f o r m e d  i n t o  c o r r e l a t e d  s e q u e n c e s  w i th  t h e  
d e s i r e d  s p e c t r a  by a u t o r e g r e s s i v e  f i l t e r s .  T h a t  i s ,  i f  e ( l ) , e ( 2 ) , . .  
was t h e  i n i t i a l  u n c o r r e l a t e d  s e q u e n c e ,  we fo rm ed
w here  a 0 , a l 9 . . . , a ,  a r e  c o n s t a n t s .  The x ( n )  p r o c e s s  t h e n  h a s  t h e  
s p e c t ru m
Second  o r d e r  a u t o r e g r e s s i o n s  were u se d  a lm o s t  e x c l u s i v e l y  ( t h a t  i s  
k = 2 ) .  To s t a r t  e a ch  s e q u e n c e ,  t h e  i n i t i a l  v a lu e s  o f  x ( n )  were s e t  t o  
z e r o  and t h e n  th e  f i r s t  1000 g e n e r a t e d  w ere  d i s c a r d e d  so  t h a t  t h e  
s e c t i o n  u se d  c o u ld  r e a s o n a b ly  be assum ed  s t a t i o n a r y .
For  t h e  n o i s e  s e q u e n c e s  t h i s  was a l l  t h a t  was r e q u i r e d .  W ith  t h e  
s i g n a l s  a  g r e a t e r  p ro b le m  a r o s e  s i n c e  t h e y  h a d  t o  be d e la y e d  
a p p r o p r i a t e l y  a t  e a ch  r e c e i v e r .  S im ple  d e l a y  m ethods were n o t  u s e d  
s i n c e  t h e y  c a n n o t  m odel d i s p e r s i o n  and o n ly  a  l i m i t e d  c h o ic e  o f  d e l a y s  
c o u ld  be g e n e r a t e d .  I n s t e a d ,  a  d i s c r e t e  v e r s i o n  o f  t h e  d e f i n i n g  
e q u a t i o n  [ 1 . 3 ]  was u s e d .  I f  Z_.(n) i s  t h e  u n d e la y e d  s i g n a l  ( a t  some 
f i x e d  r e f e r e n c e  p o i n t )  we form ed
x ( n )
k
( e ( n )  £ a .  x ( n - j ) ) / a 0
j = l  D
[1]
f  ( to)
X
Z . (to ) £ Z . ( n )  e lnaXp ,
n = l1
tor 27Tr(N’ ) 1 , r  = 0 , 1 . . .
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and
Z.(n,a) = (N'T1 E Z.(w ) e~l{na3r_e j(a)na)
3 wr 3 r
where N* > 2N. The sequence on which these operations were carried 
out was made longer than absolutely necessary so that the data would 
not be generated using precisely the same frequencies as would be used 
later to analyse it. To minimize leakage effects in the frequency 
domain, a partial cosine taper was applied to the long sequence and 
then only the centre of the transformed sequence was actually used.
4.4 EVALUATION OF TEE ESTIMATES
We examined the behaviour of the maximum likelihood, Euclidean, 
deterministic, Capon's and the "conventional" one signal estimates.
The estimating functions of the first three are functions of two 
variables and hence created the main problem. For efficiency it was 
convenient to evaluate these simultaneously on a grid, using the fact 
that all three involve several common terms. Furthermore, using a 
grid instead of irregular points reduced calculations by an order of 
magnitude. The Euclidean and deterministic estimators used weighting 
inversely proportional to the noise: that is W(w ) = f (co)-1.
In the case of the replicated simulations where a quick but 
accurate method was required for finding the maxima, the estimating 
functions were evaluated on a small grid around t q. Then x^ was found 
by a combination of taking the maximum on the grid and fitting a 
quadratic surface. This introduced slight errors, but these were an 
order of magnitude less than the standard deviation of the estimates.
Capon's estimator and the conventional estimator, being functions 
of only one variable, presented no such problems, and simple search
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procedures could be used to maximize them. However a decision had 
to be made as to how to evaluate Capon's estimating function, so that 
it could be compared with the others properly. Capon's estimator, 
unlike the others, requires an estimate of the spectral density 
matrix, formed by averaging the periodogram over a band of fundamental 
frequencies. Neither the number of bands into which we should 
partition the interval [0,tt], nor the way in which we should combine 
the results from each band (for example arithmetic average or 
harmonic average) are at all obvious. Approximately bands were 
used as this should be a good compromise between frequency resolution 
and stability. Then the estimating functions from each band were 
combined by an arithmetic average, weighted inversely to the noise 
spectrum. Slightly better results might be obtained by altering this 
procedure but we doubt whether the changes would be significant.
4.5 RESULTS OF REPLICATED SIMULATIONS
Six different situations with N = 256 were modelled and 
replicated 50 times each, so that we could obtain reasonable 
information about the variances. The results are presented in Tables 
1 to 6. Each table is reasonably self-explanatory, giving:
1. The spectra of the signals and noise.
2. The variance or power levels of the signals and noise.
3. The deviations of the means x of the estimates from the 
true values.
4. The sample variances and covariances.
5. The predicted variances and covariances using the results of 
Chapter 3.
6. S = (t-t q )f1“1(T-T0) where E is the sample variance matrix.
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SIMULATION 1 
True Signal Direction
Frequency
100°
Spectra
0 tt/4
Noise .159 .159
1st signal .569 .687
2nd signal .341 .545
Variances
Noise 1. 
1st signal 3. 
2nd signal 4.
ML Euclidean
T1- T1 0 - .174 .011
T2~ t20 - .454 .568
Observed
Var(T i) .481 .943
Var(x2) .272 1.239
Cov(xlst2) .055 .119
Predicted
Var(ti) .2742 1.037
Var(t2) .180 .765
Cov(Ti,t2) - .008 .127
S .762 .265
MS error .987 2.507
180°
tt/ 2 3tt/4 TT
.159 .159 .159
.591 .295 .210
1.173 .577 .341
Determin­
istic
Capon Conven­
tional
- .172 .497 2.985
- .433 .125 .380
533 .850 1.111
247 .453 .707
049 .027 - .265
.404
.189
.008
.762 .317 9.866
.994 1.566 10.966
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SIMULATION 2
True Signal Direction 
120° 150°
Spectra
Frequency 0 tt/4 tt/2 3tt/4 7T
Noise .109 .256 .198 .041 .027
1st signal .163 .385 .298 .062 .041
2nd signal .218 .513 .397 .083 .054
Variances
Noise 1.0 
1st signal 1.5 
2nd signal 2.0
ML Euclidean Determin­
istic
Capon Conven­
tional
T 1 “T 1 0 - .176 - .358 - .138 1.223 3.567
t 2-t20 - .268 - .108 - .301 - .920 -1.913
Observed
Var(ii) .398 4.185 .449 1.390 2.067
Var(x2 ), .346 2.259 .361 .791 .708
Co v Ct !,t 2 ) - .039 - .718 - .083 - .083 - .614
Predicted
Var(t i) .268 3.254 .411 - -
Var(x2 ) .180 1.608 .277 - -
Cov(x ^ ,x2 ) .010 - .304 .000 - -
S .3163 .044 .350 1.987 7.538
MS error .848 6.584 .919 4.520 19.155
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SIMULATION 3 
True Signal Directions 
120° 150°
Spectra
Frequency- 0 7T/4 7T/2 3^/4 7T
Noise .2102 .3123 .151 .048 .035
1st sig n a l .1946 .2966 .165 .052 .037
2nd signal .3160 .5008 .413 .134 .092
Variances
Noise 1. 
1st s i g n a l  1. 
2nd sign a l  2.
ML E u c l i d e a n D e t e r m i n ­ C a pon C o n v e n ­
t 1_ T 10 - .193 - .335
istic  
- .150 1.202
t i o n a l
8.7639
t 2“ t 20 - .301 - .258 - .330 - .589 -1.172
Ob s e r v e d
V a r ( t !) .510 4 . 751 .593 2.492 1 7 . 2 0 1
V a r ( I 2 ) .133 .640 .139 .330 .189
C o v ( x i , x 2 ) .038 .083 .054 .199 - .387
P r e d i c t e d
V a r ( t i) .429 4.01 .601 - -
V a r ( x 2 ) .121 .427 .201 - -
C o v ( Ii,t 2 ) .011 - .195 .000 - -
S .704 .1234 .782 2.074 14. 8 1 2
MS error .771 5.569 .864 4.612 95.569
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SIMULATION 4 
True S ig n a l  D iicection  
120° 160° 
S p e c tra
Frequency 0 7 T / 4 7 T / 2 3tt/ 4 TT
Noise .1404 .1579 .1804 .1579 .1404
1 s t  s i g n a l .1382 .3323 .1448 .0325 .0218
2nd s i g n a l .2102 .3123 .1508 .0494 .0347
V a r i a n c e s
Noise  1. 
1 s t  s i g n a l  1 .  
2nd s i g n a l  1.
ML E u c l i d e a n D e te rm in ­
i s t i c
Capon Conven­
t i o n a l
T1 - T 1 0 .3205 .2526 .4686 6.4356 7 .0430
t 2- T 20 -  .1179 -  .1028 -  .1143 - 5 .3 1 8 6 - 7 .5 1 4 8
O bse rved
V a r ( t i ) 2 .7421 1 0 .3 5 7 8 2 .8086 40 .7607 9 .0387
V a r (T 2 ) 2 .1357 10 .0 8 6 3 2 .6 0 0 1 27.9836 15 .4576
C o v ( T i ,X 2 ) .2718 -  .4268 .3274 - 3 .6 1 3 1 -  .0483
P r e d i c t e d
V a r ( t i ) 1 .7 4 2 1 7 .2 1 7 7 2 .9237 - -
V a r ( t2 ) 1 .3939 6 .9 5 2 8 2 .2777 - -
C o v ( T i , x2 ) .0338 -  .3946 .1154 - -
S .0480 .0075 .0893 1 .8331 9 .1049
MS e r r o r 5 .0023 20 .5 1 9 4 5 .6 4 1 4 138.448 130 .5724
*
C a l c u l a t e d  f o r  47 r e p l i c a t i o n s .
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SIMULATION 5 
True Signal Direction 
200° 250°
Spectra
Frequency- 0 T T / 4 7T/2 3TT/4 7T
Noise .059 .080 .153 .251 .223
1st signal .097 .151 .094 .029 .019
2nd signal .136 .211 .131 .040 .026
Variances
Noise 1.0
1st signal .5
2nd signal .7 •
ML Euclidean Determin­ Capon* Conven­
istic tional
Tl-Tio -1.071 -1.142 -1.397 8.280 10.980
^2-t20 - .377 - .246 - .508 -2.761 -4.409
Observed -
Var(t !) 3.362 10.875 12.511 71.309 35.446
Var(T2) 3.275 5.455 4.674 16.685 8.568
Cov(t i,x2) .238 -1.891 -1.403 -18.075 -8.555
Predicted
Var(t i) 3.405 10.918 6.163 - -
Var(t2) 2.151 3.861 3.252 - -
Co v (t 1#t2) - .013 -1.315 - .375 - -
S .3688 .158 .251 .998 11.064
MS error 7.926 17.693 19.361 163.1811 184.001
* Calculated from 43 replications.
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SIMULATION 6 
True Signal Direction 
120° 150°
Spectra
F r e q u e n c y 0 tt/4 tt/2 31T/4 TT
Noise .140 .159 .1803 .157 .140
1st sig n a l .027 . 087 .068 .010 .006
2nd signal .048 .209 .055 .010 .006
Note: 1st s i g n a l  has n a r r o w peak of .500 at .38 tt
2nd s i g n a l  has n a r r o w peak of .696 at . 34 tt
Varia n c e s
Noise 1.0
1st s i g n a l .5
2nd s i g n a l .7
ML E u c l i d e a n D e t e r m i n ­
i s t i c
C a p o n C o n v e n ­
t i o n a l
n - T io .315 -1.337 1.750 .108 -
0 CM H1CM 
1 H - .550 - .545 - .078 -2.133 -
O b s e r v e d
V a r ( x i ) 7 .124 38.222 24.245 74.742 -
V a r ( 1 2 ) 5.250 18.185 19.167 64. 0 5 2 -
C o v ( T 1,T 2 ) .010 -10.227 1.776 19.5 8 3 -
P r e d i c t e d
V a r ( t i ) 4.212 28. 4 3 1 17.835 - -
Var(T 2 ) 3.312 15.138 13.347 - -
C o v ( T !,x 2 ) .691 1.617 .038 - -
S .071 .049 .128 .080 -
MS e r r o r 1 2 .78 58.49 46.48 143.36 -
Note: 1. C a p o n ’s e s t i m a t o r data b a s e d  on 17 ou r o f  50 r e p l i c a t i o n s
2. Conventional estimator failed to resolve two signals.
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This is a measure of the significance of the bias— the 5% level is
0.14.
7. The total mean square error.
In all cases trimmed means and variances were used: observations
more than three sample standard deviations from the mean were rejected. 
This gave robustness to the means and variances while introducing only 
a slight 3% bias in the variances. In Simulations 4, 5 and 6, Capon’s 
estimator required rather harsher treatment due to very non normal 
distributions.
Note that the simulations are presented in order of decreasing 
signal to noise ratio. In Simulation 6, the signals are also very 
narrowband which creates extra problems. We expect all estimators to 
behave best on Simulation 1 and worst on Simulation 6. The following 
are comments on the results.
1. Not surprisingly, the maximum likelihood estimator gave best 
results in all situations, in terms of both low bias and low variance. 
In Simulation 6 it was the only estimator which could be considered 
reasonably stable.
2. The Euclidean estimator was of doubtful use, always having 
much larger variance than the maximum likelihood estimator, and 
comparable bias. Considering that it requires prior knowledge of the 
spectra, this is not very impressive. It would only be used in 
practice for its computational simplicity.
3. The deterministic estimator gave surprisingly good results, 
usually being better than the Euclidean estimator and only marginally 
worse than the maximum likelihood estimator when the signal to noise 
ratio is high.
4. Capon’s estimator behaved reasonably well in the high 
signal to noise ratio situation (as the results of Section 3.8 would
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l e a d  us t o  e x p e c t )  b u t  v e ry  p o o r ly  when t h e  s i g n a l  t o  n o i s e  r a t i o  i s  
low . In  te rm s  o f  t o t a l  mean s q u a re  e r r o r  i t  was s u p e r i o r  t o  t h e  
E u c l id e a n  e s t i m a t o r  i n  S i m u l a t i o n s  1 ,  2 and 3. I n  S i m u l a t i o n  6 i t  
b ehaved  v e ry  p o o r l y - - p o s s i b l y  t h e  e s t i m a t e d  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r i x  
was a lm o s t  s i n g u l a r  i n  some r e p l i c a t i o n s .
5 . As e x p e c t e d ,  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  e s t i m a t o r  showed v e r y  s i g n i f i c a n t  
b i a s ,  and  m o d e ra te  v a r i a n c e .  I n  S im u la t io n  6 i t  f a i l e d  t o  r e s o l v e  t h e  
two s i g n a l s .
Note t h a t  i n  a l l  s i t u a t i o n s ,  th e  p r e d i c t e d  v a r i a n c e s  were c l o s e  
t o  t h e  o b s e rv e d  o n e s .
4 .6  GRAPHICAL RESULTS
We now g iv e  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  some u n r e p l i c a t e d  s i m u l a t i o n s  t o  
i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  e s t i m a t i n g  f u n c t i o n s  o f  t h e  f i v e  e s t i m a t o r s  s t u d i e d .
F i r s t ,  t h r e e  s i t u a t i o n s  w ere  m o d e l le d ,  a l l  w i th  i d e n t i c a l  s p e c t r a  
b u t  d i f f e r e n t  s i g n a l  d i r e c t i o n s .  The s i g n a l  d i r e c t i o n s  a r e  g iv e n  by
Case 1 s t  d i r e c t i o n 2nd d i r e c t i o n
A 70° 150°
B 180° 100°
C 130° 150°
The v e l o c i t y  f u n c t i o n  i s  g iv e n  i n  F ig u re  4 .1  and  t h e  s p e c t r a  i n  
F ig u re  4 . 2 .  The v a r i a n c e s  o r  power l e v e l s  o f  t h e  n o i s e  and two s i g n a l s  
were 1 . 0 ,  5 .0  and 1 .5  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
F ig u re  4 .3  g i v e s  t h e  r e s u l t  o f  a p p ly in g  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  
beam form ing m ethod . The s i g n a l s  a r e  r e s o l v e d  i n  C ases  A and  B b u t  n o t  
in  C. The s i d e l o b e s  a r e  somewhat d i s t u r b i n g  a s  t h e y  c o u ld  be m is t a k e n  
f o r  o t h e r  s i g n a l s .  I n  F ig u r e  4 .4  we have t h e  r e s u l t  o f  a p p l y i n g  
C apon 's  m ethod . Case C i s  s t i l l  n o t  r e s o l v e d .  The p e a k s  a r e  s h a r p e r
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than before but the sidelobes have a very similar structure even 
though they are slightly smaller.
Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 are contour diagrams of the maximum 
likelihood estimating function. In all cases the maximum,denoted by 
corresponds to the true combination of signal directions, even in 
Case C. The function surfaces are rather complex, but are dominated 
by ridges corresponding to the true signal directions. These ridges 
could be used in practice to help find the maximum.
The corresponding diagrams for the Euclidean estimator are found 
in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. These surfaces are even more strongly 
dominated by the ridges corresponding to the true directions, and are 
somewhat smoother. Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 give the surfaces for 
the deterministic estimator. These are symmetric about the diagonal 
since, unlike the previous two estimators, the deterministic estimator 
does not distinguish between the two signals in terms of their spectra. 
The surfaces are again rather complex with many local maxima.
In order to demonstrate the effect of looking for too many signals, 
one more simulation was carried out with only one signal, direction 
340°. The same velocity function as before was used and the spectra 
are given in Figure 4.14. The estimating functions for both the 
conventional beamforming method and Capon’s method are shown in 
Figure 4.15. Both are dominated by the peak in the true direction but 
both also have a second peak at about 230°, which could very easily 
be mistaken for a second signal. The estimating function of the deter­
ministic estimator does not have this problem. As seen in Figure 4.16, 
the ridges corresponding to the true signal direction are level, 
indicating the absence of further significant signals.
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CHAPTER 5
NON DIRECTIONAL METHODS
5 .1  MOTIVATION AND MODEL
S om etim es ,  o n ly  t h e  v e l o c i t y  o f  t h e  s i g n a l s  i s  o f  i n t e r e s t  a n d ,  
i f  s o ,  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  can  o n ly  be r e g a r d e d  a s  a  n u i s a n c e  p a r a m e t e r .  
A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  i f  we do r e q u i r e  e s t i m a t e s  o f  b o t h  v e l o c i t y  and 
d i r e c t i o n  i t  would be c o n v e n ie n t  i f  one o f  t h e s e  c o u ld  be e s t i m a t e d  
ro u g h ly  u s in g  an  e x p l i c i t  e s t i m a t o r ,  f o r  i n  u s i n g  t h e  non l i n e a r  
e s t i m a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e s  o f  C h a p te r  3 ,  any e x t r a  p a r a m e t e r s  g r e a t l y  
i n c r e a s e  t h e  c o m p u ta t io n  i n v o l v e d .  We s h a l l  d i s c u s s  some m ethods o f  
e s t i m a t i n g  v e l o c i t y  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  o f  d i r e c t i o n .  These  m ethods w i l l  
n o t  be as  e f f i c i e n t  a s  t h o s e  o f  C h a p te r  3 ,  f o r  t h e  em p h as is  w i l l  be on 
o b t a i n i n g  e x p l i c i t  e s t i m a t e s  s u i t a b l e  f o r  p r e l i m i n a r y  a n a l y s i s .
Two main a p p ro a c h e s  w i l l  be t a k e n .  The f i r s t  i s  c o n c e rn e d  w i t h  
o b s e r v i n g  p r o c e s s e s  w h ich  have  no d i r e c t i o n a l  p r o p e r t i e s ,  t h a t  i s  
i s o t r o p i c  p r o c e s s e s .  The se c o n d  a p p ro a c h  d e v e lo p s  a method p r o p o s e d  by 
Aki (19 5 7 ,  1 9 6 1 ) .  I n  b o th  c a s e s  o n ly  waves i n  t h e  p l a n e  w i l l  be 
c o n s id e r e d .
We make t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a s s u m p t io n s :
1 . At e a c h  f r e q u e n c y  t h e r e  i s  o n ly  one v e l o c i t y  o f  p r o p a g a t i o n ;  
t h a t  i s  o n ly  one s c a l a r  wavenumber k ( w) .
2.  The p r o c e s s e s  a r e  i n  c o n t in u o u s  t i m e ,  w i t h  s p e c t r a  on ( - 00, 00) .
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3. The spectra and directional energy distributions are 
sufficiently smooth (for example, piecewise continuous) that their 
Fourier series are convergent almost everywhere.
We shall attempt to estimate the wavenumber function k(w ). 
Assumption 1 is necessary since the presence of more than one velocity 
makes the problem very confused.
Any stationary process defined in continuous time and the plane 
can be represented by
z(t,€) -i(oot+<K ,£>} e £'(dw,dK)
where § is the position in space, K is the vector wavenumber and C  
is a random process on RXR with orthogonal increments (Yaglom, 1961). 
It will be convenient to consider this in polar coordinate form: if
£ = r(cos 0,sin 0) and k = k(cos 0,sin 0) then
z(t,r,0) = j
r 00 r°°
L o o 0  .
e-i{ct+rk cos(e-*)}t(d d+)
-IT
Our assumption of only one velocity at each frequency implies that the 
measure £ is concentrated almost surely on a curve (a),k(m)) and 
therefore
z(t,r,0) -i{o)t+rk(oj)cos(0-(l>)} C(do) ,d4>) [1]
J -0° J — 7T
A physical interpretation of this is that the process is a summation 
of uncorrelated waves at different frequencies and from different 
directions.
We define a frequency-directional spectrum F by
E(|?(da),d*)|2 ) = F(doi>d4.)
We shall always assume that this measure is absolutely continuous, with 
density f. Using this a spatial covariance function may be defined thus
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r(u),r,e) 71 irk(o))cos(0-({))e f )d c j )
' —  7T
This shall be used in the following sections.
5.2 ISOTROPIC PROCESSES
[2]
A process is called isotropic if its probability structure is 
invariant under rotations. In our model this means that frequency 
directional spectral density f(oo,<f>) is independent of <J>. Then
r(a),r,0) = e f (a) )d4>
—  IT
= Jo(rk(o))) f(w)
where Jo is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind. If 
this process is observed at points £(l),£(2),...£(p) in the plane to 
give the vector process y(t), then y(t) will have spectral density 
matrix
F (<*>) = f(w) J (k(m)),
where
(J(k(u)))ab = J 0 ( ||C(a) - C(b)|| k(a>)) .
We may assume that the function k(w) is parametrized by a vector 
T, the true value of which is t q. Then the maximum likelihood 
estimating function is
q (x) = N~1 S -log det(f(o)) J (k(w,t)) )-f(o))_1 Y( o>) '* j (k (w, x))"1 Y(u)
meB
[32]
where, following the previous conventions, Y(oo) is the vector of Fourier 
transforms of N points sampled at unit intervals and the sum is over 
the fundamental frequencies in the set B. The following identification
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condition is required.
CONDITION 5.1
There is no allowable x i- xQ such that for some r and for all 
Jq (rk(a) ,x )) = J0 (rk(u) ,x0 )). //
Observe that if k(w,x) is restricted to polynomials in co, with 
the coefficients being the components of x, then this condition is 
satisfied. (This is easily shown by considering the derivatives of 
J0(rk(u),x)) at a) = 0.)
With Condition 5.1 holding we have both consistency and a central 
limit result.
THEOREM 5.2
If Conditions 2.1 and 5.1 are satisfied then the estimate xwN
obtained by maximizing [3] is consistent.
PROOF
The proof follows that of Theorem 2.4. //
THEOREM 5.3
If the process is Gaussian and Conditions 2.1 and 5.1 are
u
satisfied, then the variance matrix of N 2(x n - x q ) tends to 
where
, = </( 2tv)- 1I >K trace
<7(k(ü),x0)) 1 e7(k(o),x0))
J(k(w,x0)) 1 J{k(w,x0)) 
(k)
(j)
dm .
PROOF
This follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6. The assumption of 
Gaussianity eliminates the fourth cumulant term. //
The assumption of Gaussianity is reasonable in this situation
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since the observed process is a combination or average of waves from 
all directions. However in practice this result is not as useful as 
it may at first appear, for in the next section we shall see that it 
is possible to construct an array such that the spectral density 
matrix is almost singular. Then the asymptotic variances are 
extremely small and consequently even a small amount of independent 
noise at the receivers will change the variance greatly. Of course 
in that case we ought to use the model
F (w) = f (u))I + f(w) J (k(aj)).y x p
However, unless the noise spectrum is known, the maximum likelihood 
approach with this model is too cumbersome.
Before leaving this topic, consider the optimal estimation of 
f(w). By differentiating [3] with respect to f(w) we obtain an 
estimate
f(u)) = Y(oj) J (k(oo,x))_1 Y(o>)/p [4]
If p is large, this in itself may be satisfactory but usually an 
average of [4] over a narrow band of fundamental frequencies should be 
used.
5.3 THE METHOD OF AKI
Aki (1957, 1961) suggested that the use of a special array 
consisting of a circle of equally spaced receivers and one receiver at 
the centre could be used to simplify estimation of velocity. The idea 
is very simple. Observe that if the spatial covariance function is 
averaged over all directions, we obtain
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Y(w,r) ( 2 tt ) 1
' IT
r(o),r,0) d0
- it
• 7T
( 2 tt ) —  1 
—  7T
f 77 irk (co) cos (0—4>) e d0 f (u), <p ) d<J>
-77
= J 0(rk(o)))
f 71
f (co,<{> )d<f>
-IT
where fo(w)
J 0(rk(o))) f0(w)
* 7T
f (u) ,(p )d(p. The average covariance function is no
—  7T
longer dependent upon the directional properties of the process.
The spectrum of the process observed at one receiver is fo(w) so that 
the averaged complex coherency will be Jo(rk(co)).
Aki suggested obtaining the complex coherency between each 
receiver on the circle and the centre receiver and then averaging 
this to obtain a quantity say p(u),r). The wavenumber estimate would 
then be given by
J (rk(to)-) = Real( p(w,r))o [5]
By using complex coherencies throughout, Aki avoided the problems of 
the receivers having different responses and was able to implement the 
technique in 1957, before the use of digital computers.
Ideally in practice the value of r (that is, the radius of the 
array) is kept fixed; this limits the useful range of the array. From 
[5] we have (approximately)
Var (k(w)) = Var(p(oo,r) )(rJi (rk(w)) 2 .
For small wavenumbers, any errors or uncertainties in the estimation 
of P((jo,r) are going to be greatly magnified.
If several different values of r are used, it in theory should
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be p o s s i b l e  t o  t r e a t  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  where more t h a n  one v e l o c i t y  i s  
s i g n i f i c a n t .  I f  t h e  two wavenumber f u n c t i o n s  a r e  k i ( w )  and k 2 (w ) ,  
and  t h e  e n e r g y  i s  d i v i d e d  b e tw e en  them i n  t h e  r a t i o  a (w )  t o  1 -  a ( u 0 ,  
t h e n
Y(u) , r)  = ( a ( m ) J 0 ( r k 1( m ) ) + ( l - a ( r n )  ) J 0( r k 2 (m) ) f  0 (m).
T h ree  d i f f e r e n t  v a l u e s  o f  r  wou ld  be r e q u i r e d  t o  make i t  p o s s i b l e  t o  
e s t i m a t e  k j , k 2 and a .  T h i s  h a s  b e e n  a t t e m p t e d  by A s ten  (1 9 7 6 ) .  
However , we s h a l l  n o t  p u r s u e  t h i s  f u r t h e r .
R a t h e r  we s h a l l  i n v e s t i g a t e  f u r t h e r  m ethods  o f  e s t i m a t i n g  one 
wavenumber f u n c t i o n ,  u s i n g  a  f i x e d  v a l u e  o f  r .  We d e f i n e  t h e  c e n t r e  
p r o c e s s  by
x 0( t )  = z ( t , 0 , 0 )
and t h e  c i r c l e  p r o c e s s  by
y 0 ( t ) (  2 tt ) -1
f TT
z ( t , r , 0 ) d 0
-T T
E x p r e s s e d  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  s p e c t r a l  p r o c e s s ,  t h e s e  a r e
x o ( t ) - io i t £(dw ,dcj>)
- I T
y o ( t ) 11 ( 2„ ) - >  j V i { “ t +I,k( “ ) c o s ( 9 - * )  d e ? ( d u , d * )
_ o o  ^ — TT
-i(Dt r TTe L J 0 ( rk ( to ) )
J - c o  J  -  TT
C(dü),d<|>)
r  tt
I f  we l e t C(o>,d<J>) = Z q ( u )  , t h e n
-T T
x 0 ( t )
r 00 -iu) t  (  . 
e dC0 ( w)
f  00
y o ( t )  = I e ia)t Jo(rk(a) ) )  d^o(^ )  
j  —00
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The c i r c l e  p r o c e s s  can  t h e n  be r e g a r d e d  a s  a  l i n e a r l y  f i l t e r e d  form  o f  
t h e  c e n t r e  p r o c e s s ,  w i th  g a i n  f u n c t i o n  J o ( r k ( w ) ) .  E x c e p t  when 
J o ( r k ( o o ) )  = 0 ,  t h e  c o h e re n c e  b e tw e e n  t h e  two p r o c e s s e s  w i l l  be  o n e .  
F u r th e r m o r e ,  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  e i t h e r  n o i s e  o r  a n o t h e r  s i g n i f i c a n t  
v e l o c i t y  w i l l  r e d u c e  t h i s  c o h e re n c e  t o  a  v a lu e  l e s s  th a n  o n e .
T here  a r e  two p r a c t i c a l  ou tcom es o f  t h i s .  F i r s t  by e s t i m a t i n g  
t h e  c o h e re n c e  be tw een  th e  c i r c l e  and c e n t r e  p r o c e s s e s  a  c h e c k  can  be 
made on th e  v a l i d i t y  o f  t h e  a s s u m p t io n s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  a p p ly  t h e s e  
t e c h n i q u e s .  S e c o n d ,  i f  t h e  g a in  f u n c t i o n  i s  e s t i m a t e d  by s t a n d a r d  
p r o c e d u r e s  ( f o r  ex a m p le ,  B r i l l i n g e r ,  1 9 7 5 ) ,  i t  can  be u s e d  a s  an 
a l t e r n a t i v e  m ethod o f  e s t i m a t i n g  t h e  wavenumber f u n c t i o n .
I f  t h i s  c i r c u l a r  a r r a y  i s  u s e d  t o  o b s e r v e  an i s o t r o p i c  p r o c e s s  
as  i n  t h e  p r e v i o u s  s e c t i o n ,  i t  c a n  be s e e n  t h a t  an  a lm o s t  s i n g u l a r  
s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r i x  i s  t h e  r e s u l t .
5.4 FOURIER BESSEL ANALYSIS USING A CIRCULAR ARRAY
The te rm s  f o ( w)  and  Co(°J) may be r e g a r d e d  a s  t h e  z e r o  o r d e r  te rm s  
o f  t h e  F o u r i e r  s e r i e s  o f  f(co,<}>) an d  £ (u),d$) r e s p e c t i v e l y .  The h i g h e r  
o r d e r  te rm s  w i l l  be d e f i n e d  by
f  M  m
77 -imcf> . *
e f  (w,<j> )d<|> ,
I T
and £ ( oo) 
m
= £(w,d<)>) .
7 T
Then
f  (o>,4>) = ( 2 tt) ~ 1 E e lm<^f  ( oj)mm=°°
£(o),d<|>)
00
= ( 2 tt ) — 1 E e ^ mc^  (uj)d<f>
mm=°°
and u s in g  t h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  [ 1 ]
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z ( t , r , 0 )  = Z  e 1“ t (2 ir)-> e - i { r k ( U)cos(0-<t.)-n»(.}di()dC (M)
J - 0 0 m = -°°
r o° oo
E e ^ mö j  ( r k ( w ) ) d £  (to) 
m m- o o  m  =  -o o
Now we d e f i n e  w hat we s h a l l  c a l l  t h e  m ^  o r d e r  F o u r i e r  p r o c e s s
y (t)m ( 2 tt) 1
f "
I
U
-im0e !z( t  , r , 0 )d0
- i to te J  ( r k ( w ) ) d £  ( oi) m m
Hence t h e  F o u r i e r  p r o c e s s e s  p r o v id e  a  m ethod o f  i s o l a t i n g  t h e  F o u r i e r  
com ponents  o f  t h e  s p e c t r a l  p r o c e s s .  B e fo re  e x a m in in g  t h i s  f u r t h e r  a  
s l i g h t  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  i s  made i n  o r d e r  t o  c o v e r  t h e  c a s e  w here  t h e  
e n e rg y  a r r i v i n g  from d i f f e r e n t  d i r e c t i o n s  i s  n o t  u n c o r r e l a t e d .  I t  
would  be u s e f u l  t o  be a b l e  t o  c o n s i d e r  t h e  c a s e  w here  waves from  a 
s i n g l e  s o u r c e  a r e  s c a t t e r e d  by i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  i n  t h e  medium and t h e n  
a r r i v e  a t  t h e  o b s e r v e r  from s e v e r a l  d i r e c t i o n s  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y .  T h is  
can  be i n t r o d u c e d  i n t o  t h e  m odel by d e f i n i n g  a  s c a t t e r i n g  f u n c t i o n  
W(to,i[i) and  a  new s p e c t r a l  g e n e r a t o r  C° by
f
C°(w,<f>) C(to,di|>) . [ 6 ]
J -IT
Assume t h a t  W ( u , \ p )  h a s  a  F o u r i e r  s e r i e s  w i th  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  p a r a m e t e r  
ip, t h a t  i s
W ( to j ijj) = ( 2tt ) — 1 E e i m ^ f c  (to) .mm=-°°
S in c e  [ 6 ]  i s  a c o n v o lu t io n  we have
OO
= ( 2 tt ) —1 E e i m <  ^ C (w) c ( co )d cf>  ,m m
C°(cu,d<J))
m=-°°
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£ ( t , r , 9 )
and y ( t ) m
E
m=-°°
e i{m t -m 0 } J  ( r k O ) )  C (w) d£ (m) 
m m m
r 00
e J  ( r k ( m ) )  C (m)d£ (m) 
. ~ m m m
Now we c a n  p r o c e e d  t o  examine t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e s e  F o u r i e r  
p r o c e s s e s .  Note t h a t
E (C 0(du>) £ (dm))  
36 m
f  7T f  TT 
^ - 7 7  J  - T T
- i {  ' }e E(C(dmd<|>) C(dmd<t>T ))
-i(36-m)e
-77
f  ( tu, ) d<f> dm
= f  ( oj) dm 
36-m
As b e f o r e  t h e  c e n t r e  p r o c e s s
c o
x o ( t ) - i m te
J — OO
i s
Cq( w) dCoC00)*
Then t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  r e l a t i o n s  b e tw een  t h e  F o u r i e r  p r o c e s s e s  and t h e  
c e n t r e  p r o c e s s  a r e
-------------  ( oo . ______
E ( y - ( S )  y ( S + t ) )  = I e lWtJ  ( r k ( m ) ) J  ( rk ( m ) ) C  (m) C (m) f  (m)dm36 m I 36 m 3 6 m  36-m
J  — OO
E ( x 0 (S)  y ( S + t ) )  m
e  OO ________________
( rk (m ))Co(m )  C (m) f  (m)dm m m -m
*  — OO
E( x q( S ) x ( S + t ) ) |c0 (w) | 2 f q (m)dm .
As i n  t h e  p r e v i o u s  s e c t i o n ,  i t  seems most  u s e f u l  t o  compare t h e  
c e n t r e  p r o c e s s  w i t h  e a c h  o f  t h e  F o u r i e r  p r o c e s s e s .  The b i v a r i a t e  
p r o c e s s  (x  ( t ) , y  ( t ) ) '  h a s  a  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r i x  G(m) g i v e n  by
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G(u))
| Co ( w) I 2f o O ) J  ( r k ( w) ) Co( w) C (ü)) f  (a))'m m -m
J  ( r k ( m) )  CoC10) C ( w) f  (w) J  ( r k ( w ) ) 2 | c  ( w ) | 2 f o ( w) m m m  m m
I n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  we s h a l l  c o n s i d e r  p r a c t i c a l  u s e s  o f  o b s e r v i n g  
t h i s  b i v a r i a t e  p r o c e s s .
5 .5  PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In  p r a c t i c e  an a r r a y  w i t h  p r e c e i v e r s  e q u a l l y  s p a c e d  on a  c i r c l e  
o f  r a d i u s  r ,  and one r e c e i v e r  a t  t h e  c e n t r e  would  be u s e d .  W hile  t h e  
c e n t r e  p r o c e s s  i s  d i r e c t l y  o b s e r v a b l e ,  t h e  F o u r i e r  p r o c e s s e s  a r e  n o t .  
I n s t e a d  o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l  d e f i n i t i o n ,  a f i n i t e  sum i s  u s e d ;  t h a t  i s
y ( t )  = p -1 E z ( t , r ,2 T T a p -1 )e im27TaPJ m na = l
T h is  need  be d e f i n e d  o n ly  f o r  m = - [ p / 2 ]  , . . . [ p / 2 ]  . 
A form o f  d i r e c t i o n a l  a l i a s i n g  w i l l  o c c u r  and
y " ( t )m k = -c m+kp
( t )
E e 1Wt J  ( r k ( a)) )  C (m) d£ (m)
j _oo y  m+pk m+pk m+pk
However, J ^ ( x )  -  0 and  t h i s  c o n v e rg e n c e  i s  v e ry  r a p i d  so  t h a t  t h i s
a l i a s i n g  w i l l  n o t  i n  g e n e r a l  be s i g n i f i c a n t  f o r  v a lu e s  o f  p n o t  t o o  
s m a l l .
C o n s id e r in g  th e  b i v a r i a t e  p r o c e s s  ( x o ( t ) , y ( t ) ) '  we may fo rm  an 
e s t i m a t e  G(w) o f  t h e  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  m a t r ix  and  d e f i n e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
f u n c t i o n s :  th e  rrr o r d e r  F o u r i e r  c o h e re n c e
o^(to) = j G j 2  C ) j ( G 2  ^( tu ) G£2(m))
t h e
_i_ *L_
m1-11 o r d e r F o u r i e r  p h a s e
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ö (a)) = a r g  G12(cd)
m
and  t h e  o r d e r  s c a t t e r  f u n c t i o n
S (cd) = G22 ( w)/G i i (co) .
O bserve  t h a t  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  ö (cd) a p p r o a c h e s  | f^(cd) | / f o ( m ) , 4>m(cd)
a p p ro a c h e s  a rg (C  (cd) C (cd) f  (cd)) and  S a p p ro a c h e s  J  ( r k ( t o ) ) 2 
r  o m -m m m
|Cm(cd)/C0 (cd) | 2 .
We may a lw ay s  assume t h a t  Cg(cd) = 1 s i n c e  t h e  u n s c a t t e r e d  p r o c e s s  
i s  n e v e r  o b s e r v e d .  However, i t  do es  n o t  seem p o s s i b l e  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  
p h a s e s  o f  f^(cd) and  C^(cd) s e p a r a t e l y — o n ly  t h e i r  a b s o l u t e  v a l u e s  c an  
be e s t i m a t e d .
By t h e s e  p r o c e d u r e s  we o b t a i n  a  ro u g h  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  
t h e  o b s e rv e d  w a v e s .  I f  C^(cd) i s  s m a l l  f o r  m = 0 ,  a  h ig h  d e g re e  o f  
s c a t t e r  i s  i n d i c a t e d ,  | f  (cd) | / f g( cd)  b e in g  s m a l l  from  m f  0 i n d i c a t e s  
a  r e a s o n a b l e  num ber o f  s o u r c e s  p r e s e n t .  I f  t h i s  r a t i o  i s  c l o s e  t o  
one we c o u ld  r e a s o n a b l y  e x p e c t  t h a t  o n ly  one  s i g n a l  i s  p r e s e n t .
These  r e s u l t s  a r e  r a t h e r  i n c o n c l u s i v e  b u t  t h e y  a r e  u s e f u l  i n  
p r o v i d i n g  a p r e l i m i n a r y  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  d a t a  s im p ly  by th e  
e v a l u a t i o n  o f  e x p l i c i t l y  d e f i n e d  f u n c t i o n s .
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CHAPTER 6
AN APPLICATION TO SEISMIC DATA
6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
This chapter contains some results of applying the methods of 
Chapters 3 and 5 to some seismic data.
The data was obtained by Michael Asten of Macquarie University,
New South Wales, and contains records of microseismic events in the 
Sydney basin area. The events are of very low energy, some being 
generated by local traffic, and are very non stationary.
Arrays comprised up to seven short period Willmore vertical 
seismometers with a resonance at 0.7 Hz and a useful range of 0.1 Hz 
to 10 Hz. The outputs of the seismometers were amplified, filtered 
to remove energy above 10 Hz and relayed by cable to a truck mounted 
processor. There they were again filtered, converted to digital form 
and stored on nine-track magnetic tape using an Interdata 70 
minicomputer as a buffer. A sampling rate of 200 samples per second 
for each seismometer gave a Nyquist frequency of 100 Hz. This rather 
high rate and the prefiltering were used to overcome interference from 
the 50 Hz local electricity supply.
The purpose of using this array was to determine velocities and 
dispersion of surface waves, using microseisms— not controlled 
explosions as is usual in exploration seismology. Vertical seismometers
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are primarily sensitive to Rayleigh waves and if the velocity of these 
waves is known as a function of frequency, certain inferences can be 
made about the geological structure beneath the array. The problem 
is compounded slightly by the fact that Rayleigh waves can propagate 
in different modes, these having different velocities.
Before applying the methods of this thesis, Fourier transforms 
had to be calculated. Due to the great variation of energy levels at 
adjacent frequencies, a 100% cosine taper was used to reduce leakage. 
Prewhitening with a time domain filter followed by using a less severe 
taper would have been preferable but this would have required the 
design of a different filter for each set of data. After fast Fourier 
transforming in blocks of 4096 points, the transforms were corrected 
for the phase and amplitude characteristics of each receiver.
A thirteen-second record from five receivers is shown in Figure
6 .1 .
6. 2 APPLYING THE DETERMINISTIC ESTIMATOR
In the absence of any useful finite parameter model for the 
velocity, it was decided to examine the data in successive frequency 
bands, the bands being sufficiently narrow that the assumption of 
constant velocity within bands was approximately correct. Within a 
band each signal was parametrized by its two slowness coordinates in 
the plane.
The programms used are reproduced in full in the last section of 
this chapter. They are designed for interactive use and produce 
contour plots in the two slowness coordinates using a conventional 
single beam method, Capon's method or the deterministic estimator.
The technique of Section 3.6 was used for the deterministic estimator,
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keeping the parameters of all but one signal fixed at any one time.
In Figures 6.3 to 6.8 we give an example of the use of this 
program. A set of data from a seven-receiver array was used (Asten1s 
file T6F1), the receivers having the positions as shown in Figure 6.2.
For this example the band 1.0 Hz to 1.6 Hz was chosen. This 
contained thirteen fundamental frequencies. Velocities were expected 
to be greater than 1 Km/sec so the slowness parameters were restricted 
to the range [-1.0,1.0].
Figure 6.3 shows the result of Capon’s method. It exhibits a 
rather sharp peak with a maximum (denoted by the asterisk) at 
(0.25,-0.15). This corresponds to a signal arriving from the south 
east with a velocity of 3.4 Km/sec. Furthermore the asymmetrical 
shape of the peak suggests that more signals may be present--one from 
the north east and a faint one from the south west. Velocities cannot 
be assigned to these and it is not clear whether or not they are 
"real”.
The conventional single beam analysis (Figure 6.4) has a similar 
maximum but it has a very broad peak which gives no indication of 
other signals. The height of the peak indicates that one signal could 
explain 75% of the energy observed in that band whereas no such 
interpretation can be given to the height of the peak produced by 
Capon’s method.
This one signal provides a starting point for the deterministic 
estimator. If we fix one signal with parameters (0.4,-0.2) and look 
for a second signal we obtain Figure 6.5, which shows a signal present 
in the north east quadrant, parameters (0.15,0.25). To carry out the 
iterative method we fix the second signal parameters at (0.15,0.25) and 
attempt to revise the estimates for the first signal, and so on until 
the estimates stabilize. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the first two steps
100
of this. If we continue we quickly obtain
1st signal (0.3087,-0.1612) Velocity 2.87 Km/sec
2nd signal (0.1038, 0.1869) Velocity 4.68 Km/sec .
At this stage we may proceed to consider a third signal. Fixing 
two signals with the above parameters, we obtain Figure 6.8 as the 
estimating function for the third signal. It clearly indicates a 
signal in the south west and if again we iterate this procedure we 
obtain
1st signal (0.3308,-0.1444) Velocity 2.77 Km/sec
2nd signal (0.2509, 0.2214) Velocity 2.99 Km/sec
3rd signal (-0.2231,-0.6031) Velocity 1.56 Km/sec.
The estimate of velocity for the third signal must be treated 
with some caution. As can be seen in Figure 6.8, the maximum 
corresponding to this lies on a long narrow ridge directed away from 
the origin, indicating a high variance in this direction.
Other studies by Asten indicate that velocities of 2 Km/sec and 
2.8 Km/sec could be expected for the fundamental and first higher 
order Rayleigh waves respectively in this region and frequency (Asten, 
1976).
For a narrow band of frequencies as used in this example, we may 
reasonably assume that the spectra are roughly constant and we may 
test for the significance of a signal by using an analysis of variance 
procedure. The relevant sums of squares are
Total 29610
Explained by one signal 22190
Explained by two signals 26870
Explained by three signals 28660
The total number of degrees of freedom is 182 (13 fundamental 
frequencies, 7 channels, real and imaginary parts) but this must be
1
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corrected for the cosine taper used. A correction factor of 18/35 is 
required (Koopmans, 1974, p. 300). Hence the effective degrees of 
freedom for the total is 93.6. Similarly the effective degrees of 
freedom for each signal is 13.4.
The analysis of variance is presented in Table 6.1.
For the test of the significance of the third signal the test 
statistic is 7.5. This is obviously very significant compared with the 
F distribution with 13 and 52 degrees of freedom so that in that sense 
the third signal is "real".
If the statistic was not so clearly significant, such an analysis 
of variance would have to be treated with care as it ignores the 
changes in the design matrix 0.
6.3 NON-DIRECTIONAL METHODS
Asten also obtained data in the same region using an array 
consisting of six seismometers equally spaced on a circle of radius 50 
metres and a seventh at the centre. The smaller size of this array 
indicates that it would be most useful at shorter wavelengths and 
hence higher frequencies than the previous one. The processing of the 
data up to the point of having the Fourier transforms is the same as 
before.
All the results which follow are based on spectral estimates 
obtained by averaging over eleven fundamental frequencies at a time.
Firstly the average of the complex coherencies between the centre 
seismometer and each one on the circle was calculated. Its real and 
imaginary parts are shown in Figure 6.9, in the frequency range 0 Hz 
to 10 Hz. Except for the "kink" at 5 Hz it is readily interpreted as 
giving a slowly decreasing velocity since it follows the shape of a
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Table 6.1
Sum of Squares e. d. f. Mean Square
2 signals 26870 26.8 1004.8
Difference between 
2 signals and 3 1787 13.4 133.4
Residual 952 53.5 17.8
Total 29610 93.6
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Jq curve "squeezed" at the higher frequencies. The imaginary part is 
close to zero as expected.
If we look at the gain between the average of the outputs on the 
circle and the centre output the result is much less impressive. The 
real part of this estimated gain function is shown in Figure 6.10. It 
is much more irregular and is even greater than one in parts. This 
could be due to noise local to one receiver (very unlikely) or 
differences in sensitivity between receivers. It is an advantage of 
Aki's original methods that they compensate for differing sensitivities.
Figures 6.11 to 6.16 give Fourier coherence phase and scatter 
functions. Since there were six receivers on the circle of the array 
these functions are calculated for orders 0, 1, 2, 3(or -3), 4 (or 
-2) and 5 (or -1). The zero order functions are easiest to interpret. 
Below 6 Hz the coherence is close to one and the phase is close to 
zero, indicating the presence of only one significant velocity. The 
sharp minimum at 6.6 Hz almost definitely implies that Jo(kr) = 0 at 
this frequency, especially since the phase changes from zero to tt.
Above this frequency the coherence is low, indicating either noise 
at the receivers or more than one significant velocity.
The interpretation of the higher order results is not so clear. 
However the following remarks may be made.
1. Below 2Hz, the coherency functions are almost one, possibly 
indicating that only one signal is present. (The Fourier coefficients 
of a delta function have constant modulus.)
2. Above 6Hz the scatter functions have unexpected large peaks. 
They can only be explained by interference.
Ill
6.4 APPENDIX
The following programs were written for interactive use on a 
DEC System-10 computer and consequently contain some input and output 
statements which are not standard FORTRAN. The main controlling 
program gives self-explanatory prompts to the user. The printer 
plots have a linear scale but this can be altered to a logarithmic 
scale my altering the call to GPLOT. The iterative program BFAST, 
which uses BEAM to implement the deterministic estimator is not 
particularly efficient and could be improved.
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